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Home of Club Spring Mountain, the Ultimate 
Private Motorsports Club. Become a member today! 

Experience a new level of performance driving while you test your limits on the racetrack. Learn life-

saving skills, improve your technique, and experience the ultimate Corvette test drive! Then, the final 

test of limits is only minutes away, under the glistening glitter of fabulous Las Vegas!

 Drive Z06, C6 Z51, ZR1, Paddle Shift Automatic and Callaway Corvettes

 See Spring Mountain’s infamous Pratt & Miller C6RS Corvette

 The Corvette is your classroom with two-way radios in every car

 Challenging 2.2 mile track with a variety of corners and elevation changes

 Minutes from fabulous Las Vegas

MORE EXCITEMENT WOULD BE ILLEGAL. 
EVEN IN LAS VEGAS.
MORE EXCITEMENT WOULD BE ILLEGAL. 
EVEN IN LAS VEGAS.

www.racespringmountain.com
1.800.391.6891
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Not that I want to date myself, but I can remember when $2.00 would fill 
my gas tank with Hi-Test. They had not thought of “premium” yet at 19 cents 
a gallon. Then came the Great Oil Crisis and gas shot up to around $2.00 a 
gallon and we thought the end of the Corvette was near. I was driving a 1973 
Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser wagon that on a good day going downhill would 
get 12 miles to the gallon. Today the pump shuts off way before the tank is full, 
because my credit card has a $75.00 limit. Well, I just reinsert the card and try 
again. Good thing the truck only has one tank. To tell you that the price of gas 
has not adjusted my schedule some would be less than truthful, but I will still 
find time and money to go out and enjoy the activities and friends that are a 
part of the Council and Corvetting. This summer will present challenges to our 
competition programs and many of the travel plans of our competing members, 
but there will still be plenty of opportunities for us to get our Vettes out and enjoy them at shows and 
activities close to home. Before you run out and get that little econo-box, the newer Vettes will get 
around 30 miles to the gallon at highway speed. This is a good-news, bad-news deal though. We will 
now have to explain to the kids that this particular economy car may not be in their near future. 

The 2009 Convention in Colorado will be the 50th Convention held by Council and we will have 
special activities and guests to help celebrate the occasion. Larry Beebe and Joan Thomas will be 
heading up these efforts on behalf of the E-Board and would appreciate any of you who would like to 
volunteer to be a part of the planning and the events that we will put on at the Convention and during 
the upcoming year as we celebrate 50 years of promoting and enjoying our Corvettes and our clubs. 
I, for one, know this is not just about enjoying the car, the club and the organization, but about being 
a part of a great family and all the good times and the bad that are a part of being in this great family. 
You have brought us this far; join us as we start the next 50 years as a family.

President, National Council of Corvette Clubs
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NCCC Competition Committee Minutes
5/2/08

Sheraton Westport Conference Center
St. Louis, MO.

Competition meeting began at 6:30 p.m. CST. VPC plus 
14 RCDs & 1 proxy RCD present.
Introductions of RCDs and welcome comments were 
given.
 Jack Wilson, Vice-President Competition, 
presented opening comments covering:

1. 2007 Rebates paid in 2008 were calculated 
and distributed to the regions the last week of 
March.

2. 2007 Competition Patches were received 
and distributed to all regions. Patches were 
given to the #1 National Club, Oklahoma City 
Corvette Club, from the Southwest Region, so 
they could have them prior to convention.

3. 2007 Convention Awards have all been 
ordered and partially received.

4. Driver Schools, Competition Mtg. Minutes, & 
Clarifications have now all been added to the 
NCCC Web for viewing by all. Clarifications 
are found at the end of the rulebook section 
titled “Clarifications to the 2008 Competition 
Manual.”

5. We will focus during this meeting on our 
timelines and subject matter to be presented at 
the September Governors meeting.

Paul Hamersly made a motion to accept the Competition 
Committee Meeting Minutes for Feb. 29, 2008. Joe Orrico 
seconded. Motion carried.

Point Standings:
 The April 30, 2008 National Point Standings 
have been published which is fulfilling our commitment 
to the membership of providing monthly status to the 
membership. 
 Jack also expressed his sincere appreciation to all 
the RCDs who has provided timely input and responses to 
questions as they arise. This display of cooperation is what 
will make our new reporting system successful. There 
will be a system demonstration period later in the meeting 
agenda which will identify some results formatting items 
we need to resolve for future input to the system. 

Drag Records:
 Since the first Record Drag event will be 5/25/08 
in the SW Region in Norman, Oklahoma, we have had no 
change in the report.
 The three scheduled 2008 Record Drag events are:

1. 5/25/08 – SW Region – Norman, OK.
2. 6/23/08 – SW Region – NCCC Convention
3. 9/20/08 – West Region – Kearney, NE. 

Clarification:
 There were five clarifications submitted and one 
revisited from the Feb. meeting:

1. WR – Page 2-22, Sec. 2.7.1.6.14. 
Two part question:
a. First question, obtain a 

definition as to what is the 
competitive advantage or 
disadvantage in the quick 
release steering wheel which is 
disallowed for Groups 1 & 2?

Answer: We believe the Competition 
Committees responsibility is   providing 
Rulebook interpretation and not defining 
specific items that would provide a vehicle 
a competitive advantage or disadvantage.

b. Second question, obtain a 
ruling as to whether or not 
the Quick Release function 
could be disabled but left 
in the vehicle to satisfy this 
requirement?

Answer:  The current rulebook does not 
allow the Quick Release function for 
Groups 1 & 2. 
Vote: Agree 15 

2. MI – Page 2-21, Sec. 2.7.1.5.1. 
Question, Class M cars come equipped with 
cross drilled rotors. In group one, since these 
would not be considered upgrades, can they 
be replaced with: A non cross drilled (smooth 
surface) rotor (iron)? A slotted rotor (iron)? A 
dimpled rotor (iron)?
Answer: The current rulebook does not allow 
these changes in Group 1. 
Vote: Agree 14, No 0, Abstain 1

3. MI – Page 1-5, Sec. 1.7.1.3
Question, The form asks for a minor’s 
signature. How are we expected to get a 
minor’s signature that is under the age of 12? 
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Minors between that age of 12 through 17 sign 
for themselves. 
Answer, the age limit for participation 
is minimum age 9 as a Rallye navigator, 
minimum age 16 for Low Speed, and 18 
or over for High Speed.  Therefore, with 
confirmation through K & K and George 
Gallant by Jack Wilson prior to this meeting, 
All minors under the age of 18 whether 
participating or not must have form 1068 
Parental Consent, Release and Waiver 
of Liability, Assumption of Risk, and 
Indemnity Agreement signed on front side 
(page 1 of 2) by a parent or legal guardian. It 
is Highly Recommended that both parents 
sign this document. The witness signature 
must be someone of official NCCC capacity 
attending the event date and location identified 
on the waiver. 
In addition, on the reverse side of form 1068, 
page 2 of 2, titled Minor’s assumption of 
Risk and Release and Waiver of Liability, 
the minor’s name, signature, age, date, and 
witness MUST also be filled out. 
Also, form 1155 titled Release and Waiver 
of Liability, Assumption of Risk and 
Indemnity Agreement MUST be signed by 
all participants, workers, and quests. 
Vote: Agree 15

4.    SW – Page 2-25, Sec. 2.7.1.8.41
Question, Is it permissible to replace the 
domed pistons with flat top pistons in a 360HP 
327ci 1962 CLA Group 1 Drag Car?
Answer, not allowed in Group 1, but is allowed 
for Group 2.
Vote: Agree 15 

 5.   WR – Page 2-32, Sec. 2.7.1.15.25
Question, is it required to install a radio in a 
1969 Corvette that came with a radio delete 
option, and still has the GM radio “blank” in 
place of the radio?
Answer, no a radio does not have to be 
installed on a vehicle with a radio delete 
option for that year as long as the proper 
block-off plate “blank” is in place. 
Vote: Agree 15

 6.   Revisited the 2/20/08 Gov’s. Mtg. Clarification 
Page 1-2, Sec. 1.3.2,  

It was decided to add the coma’s and “or” to 
further clarify a listing of individuals of which 

one is intended to be present. Therefore, the 
new language with changes in green, will read; 
The Chairperson, or Co-Chairperson, or 
the RCD(or his proxy) of the Sanctioning 
Region, or the V.P. of Competition MUST be 
present at the event in order for the event to 
be held. 
Vote: Agree 15

Old Business:
1. The question concerning what the description 

of “Restricted Areas” meant as identified in the first 
paragraph of the Parental Consent…… form 1068 page 1 
of 2, stating “IN CONSIDERATION of my minor child 
(”the Minor”) being permitted to participate in any way in 
the EVENTS(S) and/or being permitted to enter for any 
purpose any RESTRICTED AREA(S) (defined to be any 
area which requires special authorization, credentials or 
permission to enter or any area to which admission by the 
general public is restricted or prohibited), I agree:”

Again, with confirmation with K & K, George Gallant, 
and Jack Wilson, a restricted area is any area deemed by 
the Host Club during that day’s event(s) to require form 
1155 Release and Waiver of Liability, Assumption or 
Risk and Indemnity Agreement to be signed to enter or 
be in. 
 
New Business: 

1. The question was raised as to why there is a form 
1069 Minor’s Assumption of Risk and Release and 
Waiver of Liability in the 2008 insurance packet. 

The answer is: This was put in for a one time signature 
for the year for that event site. For simplicity, don’t use 
it! George will advise K & K not to include it in future 
packets. 

 
2. The question was raised as to why there was no 

form 1245 Rally Release and Waiver of Liability, 
Assumption of Risk and Indemnity Agreement in the 
2008 packet. Some clubs/regions still have some from 
prior packets. 

The answer is: If you still have them, you can use 
them for Rallye events. If you don’t have them, use 
form 1155, titled Release and Waiver of Liability, 
Assumption of Risk and Indemnity Agreement from 
now on. 

3. The question was raised about the Certificate 
of Liability Insurance form received in the packet. At 
the bottom of the form it shows “Type of Event: Non-
Speed Event” Therefore, can we use this form to request 
insurance for speed events or not. 
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The answer is: Yes. This form is a generic form 
designed by K & K for all types of organizations. Submit 
your information as usual on this form. K & K will reply 
with the proper documents you submitted to cover your 
insurance request. 

4. When using the on-line Rand McNally Mileage 
Travel for calculating only use, per the examples under 
8.1.2.4.3.A.B.& C of the rulebook where it clearly 
identifies using the distance from the member’s Clubs 
declared home city, member’s home city, or in MAL their 
own home city to the event site. The event site is the 
address/zip code of that site. Do not use the distance from 
the site back home. 

Closed Session: 

1.  There were maintenance discussions to ensure 
all regions were providing the same standardized 
information, forms, etc. when communicating 
sanction requests, flyers, and results. i.e. 

o Emails should identify in heading if the 
attached is a sanction request, flyer, or 
results.

o Standard descriptions about concours vs. 
people’s choice vs. “Triple Fun Shows”, 
“Show”, etc. 

o Don’t mix flyers and sanction requests on 
the same email as it loads both in both of 
Jack’s systems. 

o Ensure an eight digit letter & number are 
used and they all match on the sanction 
requests, flyers, and result. i.e. CA-069-
002

2. There was a brief round table discussion 
addressing any individual questions from RCDs. 

3. Paul Haack gave a 45 minute overview 
presentation on the workings of the new NCCC 
Points System to the RCDs and some of their 
region people who assist them with their results. 

4. Rulebook discussion took the balance of the 
meeting covering:

o Timeline task for presenting rulebook 
updates to the Govs at the September mtg. 
for their vote at the November mtg. 

o How long to we want this rulebook to be. 
Yearly, two years, three years, four years?

o Reviewed the Feedback Matrix from the 
four of fifteen regions who responded 
with input as to how we will approach and 
address the issues.

o What other issues need to be added.

~ Attention Drag Record Holders ~

To receive a patch and/or
certificate of a record, you must 

send $1.00 to the VP Competition 
for each patch or certificate

requested.

o To save time Jack will put the grammatical 
and spelling corrections together and email 
to the RCDs for review.

o An adhoc tire size committee was formed. 
They will gather data, communicate 
via email, and come up with a 
recommendation to the Competition 
Committee for consideration. 

o It was decided to provide a basic coverage 
of items discussed during the Closed 
Session in the Competition Committee 
Meeting minutes, so members will have a 
feel for what we are discussing. Since the 
committee is formulating what changes 
will be recommended to the Board of 
Governors in September for a final vote, 
specific discussions as to what was said, 
or who said it, should be kept within the 
confines of the meeting. It would not be 
productive to communicate undecided 
discussions to create false rumors or 
expectations. The RCDs are committed 
to express their regions input and make 
decisions for the competitive good on the 
NCCC membership. 

o It was decided those attending the NCCC 
Convention would be willing to meet to 
discuss the above items in preparation for 
the September STL. Govs. Mtg. 

There were not Appeals to discuss.
Mtg. adjourned at 12:00 P.M. 

Vice-Pres. Competition
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OBD II systems monitor a number of sensors on the vehicle 
to determine the vehicle health and to control the operation 
of the vehicle. Should the vehicle diagnostic system identify 
conditions out of tolerance, it sets a standard Diagnostic 
Trouble Code (DTC). In this article, we’ll identify many of 
the sensors employed, the structure of the DTCs and illustrate 
how the DTCs and some detective work can identify a problem 
with the vehicle.

Some of the sensors monitored on OBD II equipped 
vehicles include the Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) sensor; 
Mass Air Flow (MAF), Heated Oxygen (O

2
) Sensors (HO2S), 

Throttle Position Sensor (TPS), Crankshaft Position Sensor 
(CKP), Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT), EGR monitor, and 
evaporative emissions control monitor (EVAP). By monitoring 
inputs from these sensors, the Powertrain Control Module 
(PCM) can signal real time adjustments to be made to improve 
drivability and to reduce emissions. For instance, if the PCM 
determines from the HO2S the engine is running lean, it can 
signal the injectors to add additional fuel or vice versa. Note: 
this does occur regularly as fuel mixture should oscillate 
between lean and rich over the short term by design.

Although emissions are not measured directly, by 
monitoring these sensors, OBD II systems can identify 
anomalies that could permit excessive emissions. Should 
a sensor or combination of sensors identify a condition that 
could cause emissions to exceed federal emissions standards by                                                
150%, the Malfunction Indicator Lamp (MIL) or Check Engine 
light is lit and a DTC is set identifying the malfunction. The 
DTC does not necessarily identify the failing component, but 
understanding the purpose of each sensor, the interactions 
between sensors, and the conditions under which the DTC 

is set facilitates the sleuthing of problems. The first time a 
malfunction occurs environmental conditions at the time of 
failure are recorded in Freeze Frame Records. 

OBD II requires the use of a standardized code structure. 
OBD II DTCs contain an alphabetic prefix followed by four 
digits. The alphabetic character is either P, C, B or U where:
· P = Powertrain
· B = Body
· C = Chassis
· U = Network (or internal communications system)
The first digit after the alphabetic character is either a zero 
or a one where:
0 = represents generic code
1 = manufacturer specific code
The second digit after the alphabetic character identifies a 
specific vehicle system. As an example, the following digits 
identify Powertrain (P) systems:
1. = Fuel and Air Metering
2. = Fuel and Air Metering – (Injector circuit 
malfunction only)
3. = Ignition System and Misfire
4. = Auxiliary Emissions Control System
5. = Vehicle Speed Control and Idle Control System
6. = Computer Output Circuit
7. = Transmission
8. = Transmission
9. = Control Modules, input and output circuits
The third and fourth digits identify a specific vehicle system.

As an example of the manner in which input from the 
sensors can be used, we’ll examine a misfire condition. Under 
normal conditions, each cylinder should contribute the same 
amount of pressure or push during the combustion stroke. If 
a cylinder is not carrying its share of the load, there will be 
a variation in the speed of the rotation of the crankshaft. The 
PCM can identify cylinders exhibiting a miss characteristic 
by monitoring these variations in crankshaft rotation speed  
through the CKP sensor. If the misfire rate occurs with 
sufficiency as to cause damage to the catalytic converter, The 
PCM also stores environmental data, termed Freeze Frame 
Records, and a DTC to assist in the diagnosis of problems. 

As an example, a DTC of ‘P0300’ indicates a cylinder 
misfire (P = Powertrain, 0 = generic code, 3 = Ignition system 
or misfire and 00 = specific system fault). Some PCMs identify 
a specific cylinder that is misfiring by setting a code with the 
last digit being the cylinder having problems. For instance, a 
P0301 e indicates cylinder 1 is misfiring, a P0302 indicates 
cylinder 2 is misfiring and so on. The number of misfires is 
counted for each cylinder separately. OBD II systems keep 
a running log of the number of misses per cylinder that is 
constantly updated. 

Since this information is available, technicians take 
advantage by employing a device called a scan tool. The scan 
tool retrieves DTCs and formats them for the technician. There                                                                                                     
are a variety of scan tools available in a wide price range to be 
used by the shade tree mechanic as well as auto repair shops.                                                                                                     
A future issue of Tech Tips will identify the types of tools 

Rob is a 1992 graduate of GM ASEP. He’s ASE 
certified as a Master Tech and Advanced Engine Per-
formance Tech. Rob was also named as a GM World 
Class Tech!

Joe has written a number of articles for various 
periodicals.

In the spring issue of Blue Bars, Tech Tips provided a 
high-level overview of the operation of the OnBoard 
Diagnostics found in 1996 and later vehicles (OBD II). 
In this issue, we will identify some basic components 
of OBD II systems and demonstrate how OBD II can 
facilitate diagnosis of vehicle problems.
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available. For now, let’s examine how quickly complex 
problems can be diagnosed using the OBD II data and a scan 
tool by employing another war story from Rob. 

Rob worked on a vehicle that was reported as running 
rough. He attached his scan tool to locate any DTCs that might 
have been set and determined that only one code had been 
set – a P0300. Since only the general misfire code was set and                                                    
a specific cylinder was not identified, Rob examined the misfire                                                                                    
counters to determine whether one or more cylinders were 
misfiring and which one(s). Rob started the engine and 
determined that only the Current Misfire Counter for cylinder    
1 was increasing. The Current Misfire Counter for other 
cylinders remained constant. He immediately identified the 
offending cylinder without opening the hood! Rob knows the 
problem must be on one of three areas – a fuel problem, a spark 
problem or a compression/mechanical problem. 

Rob attached his injector test lamp on the fuel injector for                                                                         
cylinder 1 and found the injector was at least getting the 
appropriate electrical pulses. OK! It appeared the cylinder 
could be getting fuel. He was not certain yet because he had 
not verified that fuel was flowing. However, since the fuel rail 
was common to all cylinders, fuel was not the likely culprit. 
Rob attached the spark tester to the ignition wire for cylinder 
1, cranked the engine and found cylinder 1 was getting spark 
to the plug. Since there was a high probability of a bad plug, 
he visually inspected the plug from cylinder 1. Since he did  
not see any indication of a problem with the plug, he switched 
the plugs between cylinder 1 and cylinder 3 and reconnected 
the ignition wires. Using the scan tool, Rob noticed the Current 
Misfire Counter for cylinder 1 continued to increase when he 
started the engine. Since the problem did not move to cylinder 3 
after the spark plug switch, it indicated the problem was with 
cylinder 1 and it was not a problem with the plugs. (If the 
Current Misfire Counter began to increase for cylinder 3, it 
would have indicated the spark plug that was switched to that    
cylinder was bad). Through the previous quick tests, Rob 
determined the problem had to be a problem with fuel being 
delivered to cylinder 1, possibly caused by a bad injector, or a                       
problem with compression. Rob returned to the scan tool to 
review the freeze frame data that was recorded when the MIL 
was set. He learned the vehicle speed was 135 MPH at the     
time of the failure. Due to the high speed, Rob suspected a 
missed shift with the driver downshifting at too great a speed. 
He removed the valve cover from the cylinder bank for the 
odd numbered cylinders. He found the pushrod was bent and 
the intake valve was frozen closed. Thus, no fuel was getting 
to the cylinder causing the rough running condition.

Through the use of the DTC codes, the scan tool, and 
knowledge of the ODB II functionality, Rob’s diagnosis was 
“Elementary, Doctor Watson!”

HELP WANTED…by the time this issue reaches you, my 4th year 
as your VP of Membership will be almost over. I only have two more 
Governors’ meetings left. It has been a fun and exciting four years 
and I would like to find a person to pass this job onto before the year 
is over, so we can have a smooth transition. If you are interested and 
want to talk about the job, please contact me via phone or e-mail; the 
number and address is elsewhere in this issue.

I hope a lot of you had a chance to enjoy Convention in Tulsa 
and it is not too early to start planning on next year’s convention in 
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

By the time this reaches you, we could be looking at $5 a gallon 
gasoline. This price probably will surely have an impact on all of our 
daily lives and on what we do with our free time. How we deal with 
this problem and still put on our events is going to be a tough problem 
to solve. We will have to get creative, so we can still have events that 
other clubs and their members will be able to travel to. I’m sure our 
NCCC members will rise to the occasion and whip this problem. One 
thing in our favor is that the C4, C5 and C6 Corvettes are some of the 
more fuel-efficient vehicles on the road. We may have to stay closer 
to home in the future, but that doesn’t have to keep us from having 
fun with our cars. We can recruit more members in our areas and get 
non-NCCC clubs around us to join our ranks, thus putting more NCCC 
members in easy reach.

Check out the May 3rd Governors’ Meeting Membership Report 
elsewhere in this issue of Blue Bars.

I encourage all of you who are not already Lifetime members to 
think about becoming one. It is a great way to beat any future dues 
increases and also you don’t have to remember to pay your dues 
every year.

Just a reminder, make sure you read your Regional Officers’ 
reports that can be found elsewhere in this issue of Blue Bars.

Have you signed up your children, grandchildren, nieces or 
nephews in the Future Corvette Owners Association (FCOA)? The 
one-time fee of $5 is a real bargain and it keeps our children involved 
in the Corvette experience. Get those kids signed up today. There is 
an application in the back of every issue of Blue Bars.

I hope to see some of you at events around the Midwest. Have a 
great summer and fall of Corvette activities.

Until next time,

For up-to-date information
about NCCC news and

events, be sure to CLICK
on the NCCC website,
www.corvettesnccc.org.
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Governors’ Meeting Minutes – May 3, 2008

Dick Yanko – President
Dick called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. We had the pledge 

of allegiance. Members that have passed away since the last meeting 
were announced – Ken Daby, El Paso Corvette Club; James Goad, 
Palm Springs Corvette Club; Karen Jenkins, Colorado Springs 
Corvette Club; Diane Veselmeyer, Cornhusker Corvette Club; Marlene 
Kortonhoven, Crossed Flags Corvette Club; Dale MacGruder, Palm 
Springs Corvette Club; Charles Mertz, Midwest Region; Frank 
Meyers, Fort Wayne Corvette Club; and Carl Young, Route 66 Corvette 
Club. This was followed by a moment of silence. Dick asked that we 
also remember those serving in the armed forces in our thoughts and 
prayers.

Dick explained that due to comments about the intimidating 
number of people seated up front, some of the appointed officers would 
now be sitting in the front row of the audience and would step up to the 
microphone to give their reports from the floor. Dick introduced the 
Elected and Appointed Officials, the 2008 Convention Director, 2008 
Convention Treasurer, and Dennis Patrick for NCCC Merchandise. 
The introduction of Regional Officers and Regional Officer Proxies 
was then made. Three new clubs were announced by the RMDs: 
Shenendoah Valley Corvette Club in the East Region, Inland Empire 
Corvettes in the West Coast Region and Corvette Cruisers of Atlanta 
in the Southeast Region.

Dick asked for a motion to pay the Regional Officers that were 
proxies. Motion made by Larry Hickman with a second by Allen 
Morris. No discussion, motion carried. 

Officer Reports:
Cindy Urenda – Secretary

Due to the change of Secretary, we are having some e-mail issues. 
A lot of people did not receive the minutes. The 30 hard copies that 
were on the table have been picked up, so if you did not receive them 
and need a copy, e-mail your request to ncccsecretary@comcast.net. 
Cindy will send out an e-mail to all Governors and Regional Officers 
this week, so if you have not heard from her by Sunday (Mother’s 
Day), e-mail her so she knows there is a problem with your e-mail 
address and she can work on resolving it. 

There were no corrections to the minutes. Motion was made by 
Gary Kelly to accept the minutes with a second by Joe Scafero. No 
discussion, motion passed, minutes accepted as written.

Dave Heinemann – Parliamentarian
The REs are working on goals for NCCC Regions, seeing what 

they can do to make the organization better for everyone. They will 
continue their RE letters in Blue Bars. They have written some really 
good articles already. They are writing articles about what goes on 
in NCCC because very few members attend the National meetings, 
so their only real connection other than through their local clubs, is 
through Blue Bars. 

All REs are on the By-laws Committee because Dave feels 
that they all represent their Regions and belong on the Committee 

because that is what runs this organization. We run by the By-laws 
and Standing Rules. Years ago, the Committee used to have the ability 
to recommend. When proposals were presented, the REs were able 
to support or not, but that ability was taken away from them. There 
will be a By-law change proposed to empower the REs to make the 
decisions they were elected for.

Dave said that working with the REs is a rewarding experience 
and he encourages anyone interested to run for Parliamentarian.

The Newsletter Committee is in their final tally and awards will 
be presented at Convention.

Larry Beebe – Public Relations
The two traveling displays were used about 20 times around the 

nation last year. It’s already been out once this year. If your club is 
celebrating something and would like to display it, let him know.

Public Relations is trying to make us more visible, so if anyone 
would consider writing an article for magazines, they could submit it 
to him. We need to get some recognition for NCCC.

Jack Wilson – VP of Competition
The 2007 rebates were distributed to all Regions, and the patches 

were distributed to the RCDs last night. Jack also gave the Southwest 
Region their number 1 National Club patches so they can enjoy those 
instead of waiting until Convention.

A couple of things were added for communication under the 
Competition section on the Web. The drivers’ schools were added 
and Jack developed a detailed description of what’s going on in the 
Competition meetings. His minutes for February are posted so anyone 
can see what was discussed.

It was recommended at the February meeting that clarifications 
be put at the end of the Rulebook on the Web, and that has been done 
and they will continue to be updated. 

Their objective this year was to put out the current points standings 
monthly. 72 events were received and posted as of the end of April. All 
sanctions and flyers received were also posted as of April 30th. 

2008 Points: 
Top Clubs 

5. Americas Corvette Club, Florida Region -706
4. Gulf Coast Club, Florida Region - 729
3. East Carolina Corvette Club, Carolina Region - 886
2. North Florida Corvette Assoc., Florida Region - 1881
1. Corvettes of Naples, Florida Region - 1893

Ladies 
 5. Claudia Stouffer, East Region - 115
4. Joan Clark, Florida Region - 124
3. Mary Julie, Florida Region - 236
2. Donna Littlejohn, Carolina Region - 288
1. Tracy Gaudu, Southwest Region - 292

Men
5. Dave Burger, Florida Region - 144
4. Don Parks, Southeast Region - 150
3. Don Smith, Carolina Region - 193 
2. Joe Tooley, Florida Region - 208
1. Robert Ellis, Florida Region - 312

These will be given to Joan to update on the Web.
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The next record drags will be May 22nd in the Southwest 
Region, in Norman, OK. June 23rd, will be one at Convention, and 
September 20th there is one in the West Region in Kearney, NE.
Clarifications:
Regarding the advantage/disadvantage of quick release steering 
wheels, which is disallowed in Group I and II. 
Answer: It is the Competition Committee’s responsibility to provide 
Rulebook interpretation ant not to define specific items that would 
provide a vehicle a competition advantage or disadvantage. 

Can the quick release function be disabled, but left in the vehicle 
to satisfy this requirement? 
Answer: The current Rulebook does not allow a quick release 
function for Group I and II.

Class M cars come equipped with cross drilled rotors in Group I 
and these would not be considered upgrades. Can these be replaced 
with a non-cross drilled, smooth surfaced iron rotor, a slotted iron 
rotor, or a dimpled iron rotor?
Answer: No. The current Rulebook does not allow these changes 
in Group I.

Regarding the waivers. At what age do minors have to sign for 
themselves?
Answer: There are 4 waivers. One is for everyone coming into the                      
event. There is one that says “Minors Assumption of Risk and  
Release Waiver of Liability.” This has a signature of the minor on 
one side and the parent/guardian must sign on the other side for 
the minor to be there. In the 2007 packet, there were Rally release 
waivers. In the 2008 packet is another “Minors Assumption of                                                               
Risk and Release Waiver.” The intent was to use the general waiver 
for rallies, but you may still use the Rally waivers if you have                                                                 
them. The second Minor waiver is for a specific track, so that the 
parents don’t have to sign one each time. George and Jack have 
agreed that we will use the general waiver and the single use                                                                 
form for minors, and both parents should sign. Minor participants 
age 16-18 must also sign the general waiver. 

Is it possible to replace the domed pistons with flat top pistons in 
a 360 hp, 327 ci, 1962 CLA Group I drag car?
Answer: It is not allowed in Group I, but is allowed in Group II.

A member has a 1969 with the radio delete option. The rule states 
that the radio cannot be removed. Must one be installed?
Answer: No. The radio does not have to be installed on a vehicle 
with radio delete option for that year, as long as the proper block 
out plate is in place.

There were questions in the meeting about the Certificate of 
Liability Insurance form. At the bottom, it says “type of event-     
non speed event”. This is a generic form. K & K says to send it in 
and they will provide us with a speed event certificate.

The Committee had a presentation on the new system and how 
results are input to help everyone get up to speed. They discussed 
the Rulebook suggestions from the Regions. They are working on 
how to address the concerns around tire sizes, exhaust allowances, 
classifications, groupings, points, and making the forms more user                       
friendly on line. When the RCDs make decisions, they are deciding 
what to recommend to the Governors at the September meeting, so 

the Governors can decide how to vote in November. The minutes                                                                                          
are on the Web and in Blue Bars. Everything is still in the 
discussion stage. Give your input to your RCD to bring back to 
the Committee. They want to make the program understandable 
and user friendly. 

Deb Murphy – Treasurer
Due to weather problems, Deb’s flight was delayed and there 

was no Finance Committee meeting last night. Deb reviewed the 
highlights of the Profit and Loss statement. The Sheraton bill                                                                                                             
arrived late so will show two meetings on the next P & L statement. 

The Balance sheet shows what money we actually have. It                                                                                                      
represents the general operating account without Grants & 
Scholarships and Conventions. The amount shown is what we have                                                                                                              
at the end of April based on what we spent on the P & L. The  
number at the bottom of the P & L always represents that period. 
The ending balance will be the starting point of the next report.

The budget is set up on an annual basis. The Budget Overview 
shows Jan-Apr actual income and expenses. On this report, it is 
being compared to what we have set up in the budget for the year. 
We are starting on the 2009 budget, and we want you to understand 
it. We have to keep enough to cover our liabilities, such as the                                                                                                  
three-year contract with the hotel for meetings and whatever 
contracts we have signed for Conventions. We are liable for over 
$100,000 for Convention hotel costs, alone. Insurance is about 
$80,000 a year. 

Deb answered questions from Ray Meesseman about income 
from membership dues, with Bob Bowen supplying numbers. The 
anticipated income was based on the rather flat numbers of the 
past three years. Membership in November was 18,920; 18, 655; 
and 19, 075. At the end of January, when most renewals are in we 
had 8859 in 2006, 8960 in 2007, and 9028 this year, so if history 
repeats itself, with new members over the summer, we should come 
in just about where we budgeted. Each year, we consistently lose 
about 3,000 from Nov-Feb and get the numbers back during the 
summer months. We have 17, 354 members right now.

Larry Hickman asked about the profit of $17,894 from 2007 
Convention vs. the $35,000 that was budgeted. Deb explained that 
$32,000 in sponsorship went back out. There is nothing in here as 
far as what she thinks Convention will do. The invoices go through 
here, so that number will zero out and if there’s anything, it will 
appear in another column. 

If you have questions or think there is something missing in 
any of the budgets, please e-mail Deb. She will be happy to address 
it and include it in the budget if we need to.

Joan Thomas – Webmaster
Website contest entry ended yesterday. There are only 14 clubs 

entered out of 237 club Web sites. Judging starts tomorrow. Awards 
will be given out at Convention. Joan is looking for three judges 
for next year. All previous judges really enjoyed the experience. 

She has started the process of putting NCCC history on the 
Web site and will need everyone’s help getting the info. Joan needs 
1985 top 12 Clubs, Ladies and Men. She only has the names of the 
first places. If anyone has it please let her know.

Convention information will be posted as she receives it, so 
keep checking for updates. 
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Proceeds will go to FCOA. Will also be doing the top 15 
awards, so dress business casual for pictures.
Monday- Drag races, nothing at hotel.
Tuesday -Evening at the Riverwalk. There are three 
restaurants lined up. You will have a $10 coupon and can 
pick any of the three between 4:00 and 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday- Steve Lancaster magic and hypnotism.
Thursday- Country Western Band. Wear boots & jeans.
Friday- SW Region hosting the traditional NCCC awards 
banquet. Drawing for the raffle car and all the traditional 
awards. About 70% of the people attending Convention 
will be attending. Dress in the best you brought with you. 
There will be assigned seating for the banquet. Top 15 
need to see Bernyce for seating arrangements.

Frank Weithen asked about reservations. Ron said if you 
haven’t received the e-mail confirmation from the hotel, e-mail or 
fax him, or call the 1-800 number of the hotel. 

Rhonda Higgins – Distribution
She is down to 600 Rulebook CDs Renewals are still coming 

in so she will be using them up.

Pat Kelly – FCOA
There are now 2647 kids in FCOA. Pat has been pulling off 

a lot of 16 year olds. Membership cards and patches came in and 
everything has been mailed as of mid-April.

The 2007-2008 dash plaque has arrived. She is still waiting               
for something from Chevrolet and will mail the member packets  
out in early July. North Florida Corvette Association will be 
sponsoring the 2009 dash plaques for the kids.

Mid America will be featuring FCOA in the 2008 Funfest book. 
Pat will be writing something up for them.

Frank Weithen asked how many former FCOA kids are now 
primary members. Pat thinks about 30, but there is no record. She 
would like to find out and do an article for Blue Bars about second-
generation FCOA members.

George Gallant – Business Manager
Make your room reservations at least 30 days ahead and cancel 

if not coming. If you do not reserve 30 days out, you may have to 
pay a higher price. The hotel is super to work with. The staff that 
manages our account is in the Convention center downstairs. If  
we need to arrange something special like a shuttle to take a group 
downtown, let George know so he can set it up at least 30 days                                                                                                                     
prior to the meeting. The hotel is more than willing to help us out.

Thanks to the RCDs for the work they did on waivers. George 
says he is just the facilitator between NCCC and K & K. Our 
contract is based on the Rulebook. If you have questions or claims 
call George. The certificate in our packet is a generic one to use 
every possible place you can use. If you need to add insurance or 
the name of the venue, send it in and they’ll send it back to you 
with a copy to George. Jason Mowery will be at Convention as 
a guest.

Ray Meesseman had a budget question on the promotion 
incentive. It was $7,600 last year and is $14,851 so far this year. 
That is because the perks and pins bill from last year was paid this 
year. Elana Siebel asked whether Mid America had paid for the              
pins and calendars. Debbie said the year before, it was part of the 
sponsorship agreement, but for last year, she used $3,400 out of 
the total sponsorship money they gave us. Allen Morris asked what                                                                                                              

Patrick Dolan – Charity 
The 2008 raffle car is in Tulsa. It is a black 6-speed coupe 

with a 3LT package.
The mailing to non-NCCC purchasers of tickets from last year 

cost about $1,100 and about $7,000 was collected from it. Patrick 
thanked Bill and Elana for sorting through all the previous year’s 
tickets by hand. 

Green sheets in the membership packet are the best deal you 
can get. Both member and spouse can get the 5/$25 price. Green 
sheets will be accepted at Convention

Windy City Corvette Club and North Texas Vettes are now 
100% clubs. One $10 ticket sold for each member of your club gets 
you a plaque at Convention from NKF. Patrick needs to know by 
June 18th if your club has reached 100%. Contact him at his home 
address. If you bring it to Convention, you will be announced and 
receive your certificate later.

Scholarship program for 2008 ended on May 1st. The 
scholarships will be given away at Convention.

The Charity Committee is working with our Webmaster to link 
other car raffles to ours. 

Treasurer’s report reviewed. $4,020 went to NKF. Patrick has 
not written the check for the raffle car yet.

Grants & Scholarships report reviewed.

Hal Bellamy – Steering Committee
Hal says he understands the criticism and appreciates the                                                                                               

support. He will do the best he can to do a good job. The 
committee decided last night that since they are serving 
approximately 5% of the membership at Convention, they will 
be concentrating their efforts on making it more appealing to 
more people. They would like to have some new and unique 
venues and would like input on ideas for new activities.

The Committee will be updating the policy and procedure 
manual.

Anyone interested in becoming Convention Treasurer for 
2009 should contact Dick Yanko.

2009 Convention: Co-director, Hal Tumbleson was 
supposed to be here, but did not make it, so we have no update. 
We can expect more information at the Tulsa Convention.

2010 Convention: Florida Region is working on a bid for 
Bonita Springs or Kissimmee.

2008 Convention: 414 are signed up for Tulsa. The finances 
are all in order, no huge loss/no huge gain, thanks to Ron and 
Betty and their hard work. Ron will talk about reservation 
confirmations.

Dale Acker talked about the fun they have planned for us 
with cool tours, neat parties, good food and racing at Hallett.

Ron said the warm up was two weeks ago. Based on what                                                                                                     
they learned and the number of cars they ran, they have 
expanded the entry list, so everyone on the waiting list for high 
or low speed is in the event. There are now 185 in the low and 
175 in the high. If you still need to sign up, they will try to get 
everyone who wants to race in.

They are right at 100 on the bracket drags and 75 on the 
records.

Tech will be open on Friday afternoon.
Saturday- Hawaiian theme party with live band. Bring 
your Hawaiian shirts. 
Sunday- Outdoor tent barbeque and washer tournament. 
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Mid America did pay. Debbie clarified that the sponsorship 
money was used for a percentage of the cost. This year we spent 
approximately $9,000 for 2008 pins plus the extra 2007 pins that 
we ordered for members who had not received them.

Debbie Lindsey – Sponsorship
Debbie reviewed for us what the sponsors were doing at 

Convention. Mid America is sponsoring the Funkhana; Goodyear 
is sponsoring the Rallye and the Awards Breakfast on Friday; 
Michelin is sponsoring the Low Speed; Khumo will be sponsoring 
the High Speed; Chevrolet and Hoosier will be there; Bridgestone/
Firestone will be taking care of Tech; Corvette Central will sponsor 
the party on Saturday night; Zip Products will sponsor the Peoples 
Choice Car Show… just to name a few. 

The Michelen program is like a ride and drive. They will have 
two Corvettes for you to drive. One will be on Michelen tires and 
one on other tires. You’ll have to sign up for it early in the Corvette 
Mall. Les Willard, who designed the tires for the Z01 will do two 
tire seminars on Monday.

Hagerty Insurance is a new sponsor. They will be helping with                                                                                                                           
the Concours and Hospitality. They will provide roadside 
assistance on the Rallye. They are going to be offering a 5% 
discount on insurance for NCCC members.

New sponsors not involved with Convention are ProTeam 
Corvette Sales working primarily with advertising through Blue 
Bars and the Web site. CorvetteGuys.com is another advertiser 
in Blue Bars. 

Check the Web site for special discounts for members. And 
remember we get a rebate when you use your NCCC Bank of 
America card.

At Carlisle, we are trying to get something put together for 
Friday night. Watch the Web site for further information.

Bob Bowen – VP of Membership
Bob already reported our numbers during Deb’s turn.
The RMDs decided on the perks for the renewal packet. They 

want something different for the 50th . They will have a special 
50th anniversary pin available for purchase. Our distribution plan 
for last year didn’t work well. It would have cost us $11,000 to 
mail them. The new items will be flat and flexible to comply with 
postal regulations. No pins. No calendars. Those cost too much 
extra to mail.

His job is open and he would like to talk with anyone who 
is interested.

Gary Foster – Sgt. At Arms
Gary thanked the East Region for the Friday night hospitality 

room food, and Jay & Linda Homer for going out to get the alcohol 
and cookies and things. The Candidates will do the food for the 
September meeting.

Sylvia Hoaldridge - Publications 
After we sang Happy Birthday to Sylvia, she announced that 

she has been declared cancer-free. 
The deadline for the Summer issue is June 1. The Convention 

issue will be out in the fall. Sylvia commended everybody who 
responded to her request for articles. It’s been a good response. 
Please keep up the good work. 

Sylvia has decided to step aside and let someone with some 
fresh ideas take over the Blue Bars as of the winter issue. She has 
done it for six years and it has been a wonderful experience.

Old Business
This year the Chicago Corvette Club is celebrating 50 years.
A collection was taken up by her region for Leslie McCartney, 

who designed the new FCOA logo. A lifetime membership was 
purchased for her. She said in her thank you note that she will 
treasure it always and the For Sale sign is now out of the car.

The Governors’ Meeting site ballots were counted. 269 were 
mailed; 208 returned; 4 were declared invalid. By a margin of 3 to 
1, we will stay in St. Louis for the next three years. At the request 
of the Secretary, Dick asked for a motion to destroy the ballots as                                                                                                      
there is no reason to keep them. Bernyce Molenda made the motion                                                                         
and Allen Morris seconded. The motion was passed with no one 
opposed.

At the last meeting we tabled a dues increase for the second 
time. This was done primarily because we were out of time and 
had to get out of the room. We need everyone to understand why 
we think we need to increase the dues by $5 a head. We like to 
have $200,000 to $250,000 in our savings account for unexpected 
liability issues and to keep the organization operating for the next 
year. A simple example is what Patrick does with the raffle car. 
When we went into the National Kidney Foundation as our charity, 
we had zero dollars in the bank. Patrick went out and got the car, 
we then got the money to pay for the car and we gave money to the                                                                                                       
NKF. As the years have gone on, Patrick has squirreled a little bit                 
of money away each year, with the goal that we have enough money                                                                                                        
on January 1 to by the car without ever selling a ticket. We are         
now to that point. We have $50,000 in an account. The money 
belongs to the NKF, and they understand why we have it.

The same thing goes with Council on a bigger scale. Our 
liability for the hotel for the 2009 Convention is for 1,440 room 
nights over the 6-7 day period. We suffer no penalty if we’re short 
less than 10%. If we don’t fill 10%-30%, we pay a 30% penalty of 
the amount of money they would have gotten for filled rooms. If 
it’s 30%-60%, we would have to pay 60% which would amount to   
approximately $160,000. We could have the same thing happen 
this year in Tulsa with catastrophic results. Right here, we have 
$20,000 a meeting liability for room nights. If we don’t show up 
for a meeting, we have to write a check to the hotel for $20,000. 
In addition to that, we would have to pay for all the meeting rooms                                                                                              
we use. 

The budget we presented last year was $47,000 in the hole. 
We did that because prior to last year, the E-Board tried to present 
a balanced budget. Everyone turned in their budget and the 
Treasurer would put it together. When it was going to go over, we                                 
started cutting to get it down so we didn’t lose any money. Some 
years we lost as much as $20,000 and some years we did a really 
good job. If Convention was especially profitable, we could make 
as much as $30,000-$40,000. We could never tell you how much 
we were going to have. Last year, we put together the numbers we                                                                      
thought we would spend, using due diligence to not be in the hole.                                                                                                          
We are not going to make it this year. Mileage has gone up a nickel                                                                                                               
from last year, and may go up again. The numbers for Convention 
are in the range where we’ll just about break even. If that happens, 
we will only have $150,000 left in savings. Part of our income is 
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from the money market account, and the interest rates have gone 
down. 

Mike Weil, RE for East Region, said that his Governors want 
justification, not just that mileage and postage have gone up. We 
can’t keep balancing the budget by cutting it. We need a better 
plan. If we need more money to operate this organization, we need 
to decide what we’re going to do with it and what it’s going to 
cost. We need a vision of the future. The Governors want to know 
what they’re getting for their money. Mike figures, based on the 
financial statements, we spend roughly $1.50 more per member 
than we bring in. We need a good long term plan even if it means               
raising the dues more than $10. What are we going to do to improve 
the benefits to the members? Until we can answer that, his 
Governors aren’t going to vote for an increase.

Chuck Stephens, East Ohio RCD, wanted to know how we 
can be a non-profit organization when we have $250,000 in a 
checking account. Deb explained the criteria for a hobby, non-
profit organization. What we take in must be within the perimeters 
of our program. It’s based on where you got the money and what 
you’re doing with it. We use it for our membership, which is within 
our program guidelines. The money from Convention is entrant 
fees from members for an in-program program. It is reported on 
our 990 to the IRS.

Dick Runyon asked if it is a problem to pay someone for 
administrative duties. Deb said it is not.

Dick Yanko said that NCRS’s financial statement last month 
showed they have $980,000 in savings. They also have an office, 
furniture and a paid business manager. 

Chuck Heretta, Governor of Buckeye Corvettes and RE for 
East Ohio, said that we had this discussion five years ago when we 
wanted a $10 dues increase. He stood up at that time and said we 
needed financial responsibility and a $5 dues increase. We have 
come a long way and the E-board has done a yeoman’s job moving 
toward financial responsibility on that $5 increase. We had 16,776 
members in February 2007 and 16, 664 in February 2008. In spite 
of the decrease in members, our assets have increased $58,000. 
Where did it come from? We do need future planning. We need 
to spend our money on advertising and bringing more people into 
the organization. 

Dick said the current budget for advertising is $2,500. This 
morning the E-board discussed the advertising budget. The smallest 
ad in Corvette Quarterly is 2” x 4” and is $11,000 for all 4 quarters. 
People who buy a new Corvette get a 3 year subscription. We are 
also looking at advertising on the Corvette Forum. A banner is 
$1,200 per month/ $14,400 per year, and it gives a link back to 
our Web site. If we’re going to grow this organization, we need to 
advertise. How many of you put out a news release prior to an 
autocross, a car show, or a rallye? We need to get people there to 
watch and get bitten by the bug. Next year, when we’ve eliminated 
that $58,000 are you going to remember this conversation? As 
long as we have money in the bank, everyone thinks we’re doing 
good. 

Arnie Bailey asked about the committee for change that we 
talked about last meeting. That will be coming. He also said that 
his club had gone from about 80 members to 150 because they 
went to 100% NCCC to go for the Duntov award. Approximately 
10% of them have anything to do with the competition program 
and a very few more than that will go to Convention. The rest 
don’t care that much about NCCC, even though they’ve made the 
effort to drag them out to car shows and rallies to make them aware 

of it. He doesn’t want to ask them for a dues increase because it 
would be counter productive.

Jeannie Ruston said that people join because of the people.
Manny called the question to stop the debate and get it off 

the table. 
Dave read from the November minutes, the motion that Dick 

Runyan made from the floor:
Dick Runyan, Governor from Corvette Club of Indiana, 

as the council is getting in dire need of funds to keep 
operating as we are operating now, made a motion to modify 
the first two sentences of standing rule 9 under financial 
matters be modified as follows: “The dues for NCCC are 
set at $40.00 for new members, $30.00 for renewals and 
$15.00 for spouse/companion and dependents…” Dave 
stopped at this point to explain what we have to do before 
we can consider this motion for vote. There was a date 
applied, “The dues are set as of 3/1/08.” assuming that we 
would make a decision on this at the February meeting. We 
were not able to address it in February because the meeting 
was lasting until 5:00 and we had to get out of the room. 
According to the February minutes, “Dues increase was 
tabled at the last meeting. Allen Morris made a motion that 
we table the dues increase discussion until the May meeting 
so it can be reviewed further…” Someone needs to make a 
motion to extend the date before we can even consider the 
motion, because we’ve already exceeded the timeline. If       
we apply a date, Dave suggests we make it at 2009 renewal. 
Allen Morris made a motion to amend the previous motion 
to take effect with the 2009 renewal process. John McGee 
seconded. Dave said that if it doesn’t pass today, it cannot 
come up again until next year. 

Ron Ruston asked for clarification of when it would         
take effect. It would start with anyone joining in September, 
since they pay dues 4 months early for the next year. 

Chuck Heretta expressed concern that the REs have          
come from their regions with specific instructions on how                               
to vote, but with the additional information brought forth                               
today, they may not be voting in the best interest of 
NCCC. There is no time to go back to the clubs for further                                                                                             
discussion. Dave says that the Governors elected the REs         
to represent them to the best of their ability at this meeting. 
It would be up to you to go back and explain the way things 
were presented, that you felt you needed to vote how you                       
did. We only have four meetings a year, and it’s very difficult 
to always get things back and forth. This has been out there 
since November. They elected you to make decisions, so that 
is how we need to look at it.

Patsy Shearer pointed out that many clubs have dues 
amounts in their By-laws and would need time to adjust                
that. Dave said that dues should be in Standing Rules. By-           
laws should say we have a dues procedure. The Standing           
Rules are the operating procedures that allow you to change 
the dues when you need to. 

Bernyce Molenda clarified that the motion on the floor 
is only to change the date. She made a motion to call the 
question. Joe Scafero seconded. Dick said if the vote to                                  
change the date fails then the dues increase is off the table 
until 2009. Dave said that if this amendment fails, there 
can be another amendment proposed. Dick said we are now                                                                                                 
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voting to change the date from March 1st to the 2009 dues 
renewal process on the original motion for a $5.00 dues 
increase. 79 voted opposed, no abstentions. We have a total 
of 245 (65 warm bodies and 180 proxies) so the motion 
passes.

Dave read the motion on the floor for the dues increase 
as made by Dick Runyon: “The dues for NCCC will be set 
at $40.00 for new members, $30.00 for renewals, and $15.00 
for spouse, companion or dependent.” This is right out of 
Standing Rules with the $5.00 added to each amount. 

Dick explained that some of the $58,000 that Chuck 
was questioning came from finding a cheaper vendor for                  
the calendars. That, and the savings on mailing packets 
without pins and calendars, added up to almost $23,000 for 
just those two cost savings.

Allen Morris seconded Manny’s motion to stop the 
debate. Vote to stop discussion was unanimous. Dick called 
for the vote for all in favor of the motion to raise the dues 
by $5.00 to the $40.00, $30.00 and $15.00 rate effective 
with the 2009 renewals. 47 in favor; no abstentions; motion 
defeated. We will not be increasing the dues.

Larry Hickman, Governor of Crossed Flags Corvette Club and 
member of the Convention Steering Committee, thanked Jim Harris 
for being the Steering Committee Advisor/Chairman for the last 
13 years and Jim Krebs for his 23+ years on the Committee. Larry 
then offered his resignation from the Committee, effective today. 
Dick thanked him for his eight years on the Committee. 

The National Corvette Museum has not removed our display 
yet. On their web cam you can look at the construction area. It will 
be a month or two before they remove our stuff and the NCRS                                                                                                          
stuff. Dick was unable to attend the March 4th meeting at the 
Museum. It was the Friday after he had his knee operated on. John 
Pirkle from the NCRS made an impassioned plea about why the 
NCRS should be there. They will get a 42” flat screen monitor, 
space for several pictures, and a plaque in the library. We aren’t 
getting anything. The E-board decided Dick would send a letter to 
Mr. Strode and Mr. Cooksey, the Chairman of the Board, and invite 
them to our September meeting to address the E-board on Saturday 
morning and the Governors on Saturday afternoon. Dick will 
probably have them box up our display and he will pick it up and 
store it. He would like the REs to get a count from the Governors 
of how many members are NCM members by August 1st. Alan 
Smith, Indianapolis Corvette Club, asked about the bricks. Dick 
said that we do own our bricks, but the only way you’ll get it is if 
you replace it with a new one. 

We talked about a Change Committee as we wind down our 
first 50 years and go into our next 50 years. This ties into the dues 
increase and the request that we come back with a plan. It is very 
hard for individuals on committees to objectively look at cutting 
the budget, eliminating themselves, or combining things. The new 
Committee could meet here. Most of their conversations will be                                                                                                                       
on the internet or telephone. It is volunteer, not getting funded,                        
and may have some expenses that will have to be submitted and 
approved. Nothing is sacred in their charge. They can look at 
everything that this organization does. They can look at how we 
have our regions structured, dues, charity, sponsorship, President’s 
responsibilities, Steering Committee, the number of meetings we                                                                                                                     
have a year…Dick envisions the Committee going for             

approximately two years. The first six months would be primarily 
getting themselves familiar with what we do and how we do it, 
coming up with a plan to present to the Governors, and then 
proceeding about their business. Dick proposed to the Governors 
that the Committee is: Dennis Patrick, Penn Pritchett, Jim Asbury, 
Kevin Milton, Joe Vasta, and possibly one or two more that he        
will present at the September meeting after he’s had a chance to                                                                                                        
talk to them. Dick Runyon made the motion to approve the 
Committee, Arnie Bailey seconded. Discussion: Larry Hickman 
asked about the possibility of seeking a member outside the 
organization. Dick said the Committee could request a consultant 
that would probably be paid and would have to be approved by   
the Governors. Chuck Heretta called the question, Sylvia seconded. 
The motion passed.

New Business
We need a candidate for Treasurer for the 2009 Convention. 

Applications and resume sheets are on the Web site. If interested, 
fill one out and get it back to Dick. We are also looking for a Blue                  
Bars Editor. For those who are looking for an opportunity, 
offices coming open this year are President, Vice President of        
Membership, Treasurer, Parliamentarian and Director of Public 
Relations Applications are on the Web site. If interested, fill them 
out and turn them in to the Nominating Committee. Job descriptions 
are also on the Web site. Dick and Gary are at two years and can 
run again. The others are out due to term limits. Dick would like 
to have the name of the new Blue Bars Editor for nomination for 
approval in September, November at the latest. Sylvia will cover 
it until we get someone.

The 2008 Nominating Committee of Diane Bowen, Patsy 
Shearer, and Sue Puksich was unanimously approved. 

Ray Meesseman asked why we send out two envelopes with 
ballots. Dave explained that the outside identification is to verify 
what club Governors have turned in their ballots, so the club can 
verify that they’ve voted. The inside envelope containing the ballot 
should be blank and inserted in the outside envelope that identifies 
who they are, so the teller committee gets all blank envelopes.

No other new business.
Paul Clawson, Governor of the Fort Wayne Corvette Club, 

won the 50/50 raffle. 
Meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.

Respectfully Submitted,

Secretary

For up-to-date information
about NCCC news and

events, be sure to CLICK
on the NCCC website,
www.corvettesnccc.org.
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at: publicrelations@corvetesnccc.org The Display can be used at 
Car Shows, NCCC Competition Events, Special Club Anniversary 
or even a Club Meeting.

 You don’t have to be a Club Governor to check the Public 
Relations Page on the NCCC Website for a 2008 Calendar and all 
kinds of information detailing the Displays:

http://www.corvettesnccc.org/display_onthemove.html
If you go to the page and feel the Display might be something 

your club would like to use, please contact me or let your Club 
Governor know, so we can get you on the schedule.

 As you read this, it is very possible that the Kiosk at the 
National Corvette Museum will have been taken down as the new 
addition to the Museum progresses. NCCC President, Richard 
Yanko, will be gathering all of the items that now make up the   
Kiosk and will make every effort to return the items that were 
donated from NCCC Clubs and/or Regions. I have had a few 
contact me about certain items and the message has been passed 
along.

Please help me ”Make NCCC More Visible.”

SPONSORSHIP VIEWS

 By the time you receive this edition of my comments, the 49th                                                                                                    
Annual NCCC convention will be an event of the past and I know 
that all of those who attended will be glad that you spent your 
time and money—even with the price of gas—to take part in this                                                                                                            
annual event. Our sponsorship participation has been great for this                                                                                                    
event and just one more time, I need to extend my public thanks to                                                                                                   
the following companies who have supported us so well: 
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER, HAGERTY INSURANCE, 
KUMHO TIRES, MICHELIN NORTH AMERICA, MID 
AMERICA MOTORWORKS, BRIDGESTONE/FIRESTONE, 
CHEVROLET/CORVETTE, HOOSIER RACING TIRE, ZIP                                                                                                                   
PRODUCTS, CORVETTE CENTRAL, SPEED LINGERIE, 
SOUTHERN CORVETTE PARTS.COM,  CORSA                         
PERFORMANCE, FAST VETTE ACCESSORIES,                                                                              
PARAGON CORVETTE REPRODUCTIONS AND                                     
LANGKA.COM. WHEW!! What a list! These companies were 
involved in sponsoring events, parties, registration materials, 
hospitality, trophies, etc. You name it and their funds were put to 
good use. I hope the Southwest Region members have received 
their due thanks for hosting this party. Two years of planning come 
to fruition and it is always great to know that you have done your 
best to entertain your NCCC friends. CONGRATULATIONS to 
this group of hardworking, dedicated NCCC members for a job 
that I am sure will be well done!

 There are several other areas of the sponsorship program that 
have developed much more interest. One of those is the NCCC 
web site. This is the first year that I have offered space on the 
front page of the NCCC web site as a sponsorship option in itself                         
and we have had quite a bit of interest. Several companies have 

 The relaxing and enjoyable “Corvette Summer” is upon us   
and I hope everyone is enjoying their Club’s events and activities. 
There are so many Club activities going on this time of year that         
you just have to step back and make a schedule to really keep 
track. 

 One aspect of NCCC that is lacking at the moment is that we                 
are not as “visible” as we could be. In this time of wanting to 
increase membership, we need to do more than just send around 
the “Displays.” We need to go to the Corvette owners. There are 
many Corvette magazines and Automobile magazines that have 
articles published about clubs and organizations. We need to get 
NCCC into some of these magazines! 

 I am asking everyone in NCCC to help with finding any 
relating articles to be published. These articles can be anything 
from the history of your club, a great fun event in which your club                          
participated, a member of your club who has done something above 
and beyond the ordinary, tech articles about the Corvette, etc.               
Competition articles are also good if they are about an event or                                    
about techniques used. You can submit the articles or send them                                                                                    
to me and I will send them in for you. 

 We are working with Corvette Forum to become a forum 
sponsor and will be able to publicize NCCC and the events that 
we sponsor around the nation. 

 I am in charge of scheduling and shipping the two NCCC 
Promotional Displays and will be working with you or a member 
of your club if you choose to use one of them. I will be available 

If you weren’t at the last National Governors’ Meeting, you 
missed some rather spirited discussions on our finances. I was     
glad to see so many members taking the time to actually understand 
the numbers that are on the reports that are distributed each time. 
The answers are: yes, we have some money but, no, we do not 
anticipate taking in more than we spend each year. Thankfully, we                  
have not spent what we anticipated which keeps the finances 
looking great. Much of the discussion was around advertising and 
how NCCC can get new members. Let me tell you, advertising is                                                                                                      
expensive but, based on the discussion, we will be doing more 
of that, too. Anyway, it was good to see members engaged in the 
information.

 BTW, this is my last year as NCCC Treasurer and I would 
love to see someone step up by August to take the job. Like                                                                                                         
many of the positions within NCCC, this one is not that complicated, 
it just takes some of your time. If you want to talk about the position 
or want to see the job description, I am available. Our organization 
could not last this long if we did not have great members who step 
up and help out.

 See you at the next meeting.
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I am basically a newbie in the general population of the NCCC and the                                                                                                                                 
Rocky Mountain Region’s Regional Executive.  I live in Denver, CO. I am 43 
years old and am now on my 4th Corvette and my 7th year in National Council. 
I am probably one of the youngest, if not the youngest attendee at the National 
Governor’s meetings. After much discussion with my fellow members and 
Regional Executives, I wanted to tell everyone what it means to me to be a 
member of the National Council of Corvette Clubs.

First of all, I have come to the realization that you get far more out of the 
organization than you put in, but you have to experience it to know that!

When I started to become active in the Rocky Mountain Region in 2002, 
I saw how different we were in terms of NCCC, but we still had plenty to offer 
to the NCCC and have tried to continue in the good name of the Region. We 
know we’re small, but we try to be the very best at what we do.

When I first started in the NCCC, I was rather tentative at attending some 
of the events, concerned that “I didn’t know as much as the other folks” and 
“They might think less of me because I’m so young.”  From the moment I 
attended my first National Meeting, Roger Mitchell was President and both 
Dick and Hal Bellamy went out of their way to make me feel a part of the 
organization and that they valued my input.  It has continued with Dick Yanko 
and all of the current board.  I have to admit that I was VERY wrong. When 
you get involved in local clubs, it’s one thing, a bit like a family. When you 
add the NCCC on top of that, you not only expand your horizons from a few, 
to many friends, but now, you have family and friends everywhere and from 
every walk of life!

As most of you have read or heard by now, effective with the Winter 
2009 issue of Blue Bars I will be relinquishing my duties as Director of 
Publications and Blue Bars Editor to my successor. Have YOU submitted 
your name to NCCC President, Dick Yanko, for consideration for this 
position? If you have an interest in applying for this position, please read 
the Job Description that appeared in the Spring issue of Blue Bars or go 
to NCCC’s website. If, after reading the Job Description, you still have 
an interest in applying for this position, fill out the Appointed Officer 
form (found on the NCCC website) and mail it to DICK YANKO, NCCC 
President, at the address shown on the FAMILIAR FACES page, or email                                                                                                                           
the form to Dick at gsvette@aol.com. If you have any questions 
concerning this appointed position, please feel free to contact me at 
pinkvett@dot11net.net and I’ll do what I can to answer them. 

Meanwhile, I still have one more issue of Blue Bars to publish 
-- the Convention/Fall issue -- and I need your help to do that.                
REMEMBER…The deadline for submitting articles, photos, etc. for that                                                      
issue is August 31, 2008. That issue should be mailed out and in your 
hands by the middle of November. 

And don’t forget that each of your National and Regional officers 
are just a phone call or a mouse click away. Their contact data can be 
found in each issue of Blue Bars and on the NCCC web site.

chosen to advertise on the web site only—Corvetteguys.com and 
Eckler’s—to determine what amount of interest that can develop 
among NCCC members. Although Eckler’s is not a web-based-       
only company, we do have two companies, Southern Car Parts.com 
and Corvetteguys.com, that are web-based-only and I think we 
may see more of that in the future. I do not have any numbers 
or statistics to back this up, but I know personally that I do shop 
online more than I have in the past and I see this type of purchasing 
continuing to grow. 

 Another area where I have seen more interest is in the option 
to email information to our members. Fortunately, we drive and 
“play” with high tech automobiles but, unfortunately, we seem to                                   
be behind the power curve in technology in making our                                                                                                                
organization available to companies that want to advertise in this 
manner. I am well aware that there will be a variety of opinions as                                                                                                        
to whether this is good or bad. Most of us probably receive a 
minimum of five email blasts per day from companies due to 
an online purchase that you made at one time. Currently, our 
sponsorship program guidelines limit use of our mailing list to                                                                                                                               
only Platinum level sponsors and this year, three of the five 
companies that are Platinum level were surprised and disappointed 
that we only had mailing addresses and not email addresses to 
offer for our membership. Imagine that! Everyone wants to send              
emails and move away from the cost of print and mailing.

 On the membership application that you turn in, there is a 
space to write in your email address. Many members do not do 
this, because we do not REQUIRE it. BOB BOWEN, JOAN 
THOMAS and I are working on a method to assist with obtaining 
email addresses in house, so we would have control of what is 
sent to you. Your email address will not be given to a sponsor, but 
it will be stored internally within our system and, if a company 
wants to email something to our members, it will come to our 
system and we will send it out. Please note that we are in the first 
steps of planning for this, but I think it will be a great asset and 
bargaining tool for me in dealing with potential companies who 
may be interested in becoming involved with NCCC. Remember 
that the monies these companies give us offset expenses that we 
would have to find monies for to meet our budget. It may not seem 
like much to you as an individual, but these sponsorship funds do 
help balance the budget!

 Have you checked out the Special Discounts for Members        
page lately? With summer here, Choice Hotel and their SOS 
program is offering a great special to receive a gas card by utilizing 
their hotels. My husband and I recently booked online with Choice 
and stayed at a very nice Comfort Suites for a great price. The  
room was new, large and nice, and we had a great breakfast buffet 
the next morning. Be sure you check out these offers. Car rentals 
and car items, too!

 One of the benefits of being at least a Gold Level sponsor is 
having the option to include a spotlight article about their company. 
Look in the upcoming issues of Blue Bars to find out more about 
some of these sponsors other than what their ads offer.

 Out of space and out of time. Thanks to all of the sponsors for 
your continued support. I would not have a “job” without you!

Have a great summer!

(continued on page 46)
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Familiar Faces
Richard Yanko
President
350 Hunterwood Way
Bowling Green, KY 42102-7069
270-796-9475
gsvette@aol.com

Jack Wilson
VP Competition
2 Glen Abbey Drive
Rockford, IL 61107-2946
815-885-2700
jwracers@aol.com

Bob Bowen
VP Membership
1210 A Avenue
Marion, IA 52302-4221
319-377-1829
rbowen1943@mchsi.com

Cindy Urenda
Secretary
15854 E. 10th Place
Aurora, CO 80011-7307
303-739-9515
secretary@corvettesnccc.org

Deb Murphy
Treasurer
2834 Sanitarium Road
Akron, OH 44312-4464
330-784-1527
dmurphy24@neo.rr.com

George Gallant
Business Manager
500 Maitland Street
Bel Air, MD  21014-4191
HHLG2@aol.com

Dave Heinemann
Parliamentarian
8905 Briarwood Lane
Orland Park, IL 60462-1438
708-448-7851
WINDYLT1@aol.com

Larry Beebe
Director of Public Relations
614 W. Wate Street
Wilton, IA 52778
563-732-3766
beebs52778@netwtc.net

Gary Foster
Sergeant-at-Arms
2826 Monroe Drive
Ames, IA 50010-4364
515-233-2373
gfoster852@hotmail.com

Sylvia Hoaldridge
Director of Publications
6095 Autumn Hills Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76140-9695
817-561-9314
pinkvett@dot11net.net

Debbie Lindsey
Director of Sponsorship
2303 Randy Court
Mansfield, TX 76063
817-477-2084
debglind@aol.com

Patrick Dolan
Director of Charity
9741 Sunny Pointe Lane
Laingsburg, MI 48848-9745
517-651-2029
ncccnkf@aol.com

Joan Thomas
Webmaster
1206 Candlewick Drive NW
Poplar Grove, IL 61065
815-494-5985
NCCCWebmaster@corvettesnccc.org

Rhonda Higgins
Distribution Center Manager
907 Oakcrest Drive
Champaign, IL 61821-4167
217-352-6523
nopylon@insightbb.com

Hal Bellamy
Convention Steering Advisor
14133 Erin Court
Middlebury, IN 46540-9582
574-825-5536
DORALHAL@aol.com

Pat Kelly
Director of FCOA
S68W17323 Rossmar Court
Muskego, WI 53150-8575
414-422-0874
FCOAkids@aol.com

Ron Ruston
2008 Convention Director
1001 Kingston Boulevard
Edmond, OK 73034-5564
405-348-3545
conventiondirector2008@corvettesnccc.org

rruston@cox.net

Betty Parks
2008 Convention Treasurer
120 Pullman Trail
Roswell, GA 30075-3054
770-993-0271
conventiontreasurer2008@corvettesnccc.org

ATTENTION 
NCCC 

MEMBERS!!
Have you moved? Has your 
name or address information 

changed?

If you can answer “YES” 
to any of these questions, it 
is important that you notify 
NCCC of these changes. You 
can do that two ways: by 
going to the NCCC website 
and clicking on Address 
Change Form and making 
your changes directly online 
or by notifying your Regional 
Membership Director or, in the 
case of members-at-large, the 
Vice President-Membership 
Bob Bowen. (Bob Bowen’s 
contact information can be 
found on this page and RMD 
contact information can be 
found in the “Regional News” 
section of this magazine.)

It is important that the 
NCCC membership database 
be kept as up-to-date as 
possible, because this database 
is used to generate labels for 
each issue of Blue Bars, as well 
as for mailing membership 
packets and other pertinent 
information that NCCC mails 
out to the membership.
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When the street isn’t good enough…

Lance Knupp – 2002 C5 Corvette Z06 – 2006 SCCA T1 Champion on Hoosier A6’s.

Take to the track and run the best of the best, Hoosier Racing Tires. Now offering the
latest in race tire technology, the R6(road race) and A6(autocross) competition DOT
radial. Hoosier Racing Tire just took racing to the next level. With extensive autocross
and road race testing, our engineers designed a new confidence-inspiring tire with
increased level of grip and longevity of tread wear. With these characteristics under
you, the podium is just around the corner.

Now introducing the first and only 19" DOT competition tire specifically built for the 
2006 Z06 – P325/30ZR-19.

To get the very best on your car, call Hoosier Racing Tire for dealer information.

www.hoosiertire.com
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Janet Wilson 
Northern Illinois CC - Midwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1991.

I’ve been competing 
since 1992.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 was traveling 
to many events in 
different Regions and 
being able to see our 
friends that we made in 2006.

If I had it to do all over again, what would I change? I wouldn’t change what 
we did in 2007, because we did the events we wanted and took vacations.

My plans for the future? Compete in different regions during 2008 as our 
schedule allows and enjoy what we do.

Diana Haack
Windy City Corvettes - Midwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 2000.

I started competing 
in 2005 and the first 
time out was all it 
took. After the first 
season competing on 
street tires, in 2006 my 
husband and I jumped 
in with both feet. We 
bought a trailer and a 
truck and loaded our 2000 coupe and off we went. We went to as many events 
as possible. Our Vette, up to this point, was a show car, but not anymore. 
I enjoy autocrossing and the high speed road courses that give me the 
opportunity to experience the full performance capability of the Corvette.

NCCC provides me with great opportunities to have a lot of fun with the 
Corvette. I have met so many nice and interesting people with similar 
interests all over the country.

My plans for the future? To break in our 2008 Z06 on the track, continue 
to compete in regional and national events and meet more NCCC members 
throughout the country. 

Betty Parks
Corvette Atlanta - Southeast Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1974.

I’ve been competing 
since 1974.

What I enjoyed most 
abou t  compet ing 
in 2007 was that it 
was  packed wi th 
competition in all our usual places (generally in the Southeast, Florida, 
Carolina, Indiana and West Ohio Regions). Additionally – planning and 
executing activities for the Convention in Nashville was quite rewarding. 
Every weekend was like coming home again – with all the extended family 
that we have on the road! 

If I had it to do all over again, what would I change? I wish that we had 
competed more during the summer!! We got a little lazy and decided not to 
campaign in the heat – which cost points and the potential #1 men’s spot for 
Don. It would have been great to win the top spots again as a couple.

My plans for the future? This year I plan to spend more time at home with 
our grandson and remodeling the house. That doesn’t mean that we won’t 
be on the road though… look for us in all our usual places (as explained 
above).

Sharon Meesseman 
Michigan Autocross Group - Michigan Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1977. Thirty 
years! I didn’t really 
expect to be this high 
in the standings after 
our accident, but here 
I am.

One of the great things 
I will remember about 
2007 is how much fun 
we had, even though the 
car broke a lot. It was great having everyone help us, so we didn’t miss many 
events. The fellowship was outstanding. It was also wonderful to realize how 
much better we got to know some of the other racers; and it was great traveling 
to the same events as Don & Betty Parks at the end of the season.

My plans for the future? To keep racing for as long as I can. Also, I want to 
spend some time with my grandkids. I missed some time while they were 
little because of the accident; I need to catch up.
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Deb Murphy 
TireTown CC - East Ohio Region 
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1974.

I’ve been competing 
since 1974.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: As always, I 
enjoy the people. 
Don’t get me wrong, 
I like to compete; but 
we had some pretty awesome tailgate parties.

If I had it to do all over again, I can’t think of anything that I have control 
of to change. I want everyone to be well and have fun!

My plans for the future? Move to FL. Manny, I cannot believe you are 
bidding a convention in Florida and you waited until we got down there. 
Oh, boy, this should be fun!

Donna Littlejohn
Carolina Autocross Team – Carolina Region
I’ve 

been an NCCC 
member since 2005.

I’ve been competing 
since 2005.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: NOT driving 
all over the country to 
compete like I did in 
2006. I enjoyed going 
to local and regional events closer to home.

If I had it to do all over again, I would probably take some of the stickers 
OFF my car (LOL). I think I’ve gone a little over-board with stickers…

My plans for the future? To continue to compete in autocross events in both 
NCCC and SCCA. I’m also making the crossover to more HPDE and high 
speed events, as well.

Peggy Marschand
Indiana Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 2006.

What I enjoy most 
about competing in 
2007 was Putman Park 
and getting to know 
all the neat people in 
the different Corvette 
Clubs.

If I had to do it all over 
again, I would change nothing. I love learning new and wonderful things.

My plans for the future? To RACE…RACE…RACE! Try to perfect it and 
always have fun.

Eileen Fox  

Tejas Vettes - Southwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 2000.

I’ve been competing 
since 2000.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: Everything! 
I have to admit that 
2007 was indeed a 
most enjoyable year 
for me. I raced harder and a lot more often than ever before, all in the name 
of points. The adrenalin rush you get each time you get in the car and take 
that first turn is so hard to explain; it is like nothing else you do. Part of the 
fun is the Friday and Saturday nights out in the parking lot, or in the pool 
with all the great friends you have met. And, of course, a beer or two! 

If I had it to do all over again, I wouldn’t change anything. I truly enjoyed 
each and every moment.

My plans for the future? To slow down this year just to get some things done 
around the house. However, in 2009, I hope to be back in full swing.
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Debbie Haskell
Carolina Corvettes – Carolina Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1996.

I’ve been competing 
since 1997.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 were the high 
speed events, which 
are the best!  My 
favorite memory is 
winning the High Speed competition at the Nashville Convention – 
definitely a highlight of my “career”!

If I had it to do all over again, I would NOT miss any local competition 
events – Johnny doesn’t get a pink shirt this year!

My plans for the future? Taking it easy this year – not racing as much but 
getting more yard work done! We’re working on the red beast again, so 
watch out later on this year!

Carolyn Samuelson  

Northern Illinois CC - Midwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1980.

I’ve been competing 
s ince 1980,  both 
R e g i o n a l l y  a n d 
Nationally, winning 
several  Regional 
c h a m p i o n s h i p s 
and three National 
championships.

What I enjoyed most about competing in 2007 was spending time competing 
and socializing with our extended NCCC family. The competition is getting 
tougher as more and more people step up to the new cars. The camaraderie 
and time spent with friends becomes more important each year.

If I had it to do all over again, what I would change is: I would like to attend 
some more high speed and out of region events, spend more time visiting 
friends, and attend more of our own clubs social outings.

My plans for the future? I plan to continue attending most of the Midwest 
Region events. We haven’t missed a convention since 1983 and are looking 
forward to Tulsa and running Hallet. Of course, I look forward to having 
another fun year, spending time with friends, and our two grandchildren.

Suzanne Ansley
San Jacinto CC - Southwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since February 2002.

I’ve been competing 
on and off  s ince 
2003 but competing 
seriously from 2006.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: In April 2007, my race car was out of action, so I took my new 2007 
Z06 to the NCCC event at Hallett’s 1.8 mile track near Tulsa, OK. I had 
the fastest time of the day in the high speed event over all competitors; yes, 
that includes the guys. There were a number of C6 Z06’s at Hallett running 
on sticky tires, while I ran on street tires. What a great feeling! Also, the 
friendship and support of everyone who runs in the Southwest Region is 
second to none. 

If I had it to do all over again, I would have started competing regularly 
from the beginning. I started off racing/playing in my 2001 convertible and 
it wasn’t until 2005 that my husband decided I was getting serious and I 
should have a proper car to race. 

My plans for the future? It would be great to get through most of the season 
driving the same car! Keep racing.

Tracy Gaudu
Longhorn CC - Southwest Region
I’ve been an 

NCCC member since 
2006.

I’ve been competing 
since late 2006.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 were all the great 
people who made me 
feel very welcome at 
their events outside 
of the SW Region and 
the high speed racing at Roebling Road. Setting the new C6 record was an 
incredible feeling and meant a lot to me.

If I had it to do all over again, I would NOT start seriously running for 
points in late November!

My plans for the future? To learn how to drive a standard transmission (on 
my new C6 ZO6!) and to become a better driver. I’ve been told and now 
very well know that there is no substitute for seat time!!
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Marlene Pattillo
San Jacinto CC – Southwest Region
W h a t  I 

enjoyed most about 
competing in 2007 
was the camaraderie.

My plans for the 
future? To continue 
e n j o y i n g  t h e 
camaraderie.

Joan Thomas
Northern Illinois CC - Midwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1994.

I’ve been competing 
since 1995.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: It was supposed 
to be the year that we 
wouldn’t be able to go 
to many events, so my 
string of being in the Top 15 would end at 10. Jim’s retirement mid-year 
changed all that and freed up our schedule, so we were then able to go to more 
events than we planned. I am thrilled to be in the Top 15 for another year. 

If I had it to do all over again, it would have been nice to be able to travel 
to Events out of the Midwest Region more often. Competing the past years 
all over the country made for a long list of “places I like to compete.” With 
so many great events in the Midwest Region and Jim’s work schedule, there 
weren’t many opportunities to visit our friends in the other Regions. 

My plans for the future? 2008 just may be the year that we actually start 
stopping to visit places along the way to and from events that we usually 
just drove by due to time restraints. I am hoping to find a balance between 
autocrossing and all of the other things life has to offer. I hope to be able 
to compete for many more years, but I will definitely take the time to stop 
and smell the roses!

Alysia Harding
Nashville CC – Southeast Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 2004.

I’ve been competing 
since 2005.

What I enjoyed most 
abou t  compet ing 
in  2007  was  the 
competition the most, 
along with and testing 
my ability and skill 
against some of the best women autocross drivers in the country. It has 
definitely been a learning experience and I continue to learn each time I 
compete. I also enjoyed the opportunity to make many new friends and I 
have tried to earn their respect as a fellow competitor. 

If I had it to do all over again, I would try not to as many cones! I really 
don’t think I would have changed a lot, though, other than maybe competing 
more. I would like to have more speed events within our region and 
surrounding states. 

My plans for the future? To continue to compete regionally and find the 
time to travel to other events.
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Boone Trail CC’s 35th Anniversary
Fall 2007 – The Evolution of the Club

How We Got Started
Long ago, (1972), when air was clean and sex was dirty, two proud 

Corvette owners, who lived in the Western area of the Metropolitan St. Louis 
area, decided to start a Vette Club for owners in this neck of the woods. 

These two great thinker/owners who had this brilliant idea were Ron 
Reinhardt and David Sanson. At that time Ron owned a 1964 Roadster and 
David owned a 1965 Coupe. The two “membership directors” went to work. 
They contacted others they knew that were proud owners of a Vette. They 
actually had to make phone calls and talk to others that shared their passion. 
They did not have the Internet or e-mail to make contacts. Imagine??? They 
invited them to a meeting.

The First Gathering 
The turnout was small, with 6 people showing up. The original six were 

Ron Reinhardt, David Sanson, Ken Benham, Jeff Schroer, Phyllis Avery and 
Sorge Hull. At this meeting the Boone Trail Vette Set was born. In 1974 the 
name was changed to Boone Trail Corvette Club and the home of the Club 
moved to St. Charles County, MO.

How Did the Club Name Come About?
Defiance, Missouri in St. Charles County was the last home of Daniel 

Boone. You remember him; he wore the infamous coonskin hat and buckskin 
clothes with fringed leather trim. An American pioneer and frontiersman. 
(1784-1820) He blazed the wilderness in Kentucky and later Missouri. 
Recon he was doing some advance scouting for the Vette plant in St. Louis 
and eventually Bowling Green, KY? A quote by Daniel, “I have never been 
lost, but I will admit to being confused for several weeks” The admittance of 
being lost, may sound very familiar to some members of the Club. He went 
on his final hunting trip at the age of 83 and died at 85. Daniel finished out 
his adventures living with his son Nathan in Defiance, MO. 

Many anecdotes of Boone folklore are recorded. So with the same 
adventurer spirit and tenacity as Daniel, the clubs initial trail blazers, agreed 
on the name Boone Trail Corvette Club. Thank God they did not make any 
by-laws that mandated that members wear coonskin hats. However, some 
members have been seen wearing clothing with “fringed” leather trim. So 
over a 35 year span, there are many “tails” of Boone Trail and the evolution 
and development of the Club.

Racing, car shows, social outings, community service, friendship, fun, 
and the threads of common 
interest, the love of the Vette, 
have woven the fabric of our 
Club. We are all proud to wear 
the BTCC member logo and 
be a part of NCCC.

Driving Down Memory Lane
Some of the members: Sig Sutherland, Jim Schwent and Ron Reinhardt, 

are Charter Members and still active in the club. Here are a few updates:

Ron Reinhardt - It is hard to believe, but Ron has not missed a meeting 
or a sanctioned event in these 35 years. Is that commitment, passion, or 
compulsive behavior? Ron is still very competitive in autocross events. Ron’s 
original ride, a 64 roadster that he campaigned with for many years, is still 
in his family. You can watch Roger (Ron’s son) run the “Wild Child”. Now 
days Ron runs a C6. Ron says it’s better with air and power.

Sig Sutherland and Jim Schwent – both are Drag Record Holders. Sig held 
a 1A class record with his ‘66 coupe (12.78 set on 5-4-99 until 7-28-05.) 
Jim still holds the CLA record at 14.65 with his ‘62 fuelie. Sig’s Automotive 
is one of the very few garages listed in Corvette Fever as a place to go for 
Corvette repair.

Club Activities/Accomplishments
We are a part of the West Region of NCCC. Car shows, fund raisers 

for local charities, parades, rallyes, autocrosses, hosting the NCCC 1998 
convention, social outings, dine-outs, something for every interest! Our 
members give generously of their time and resources and want to make 
certain that members and friends have fun sharing their passion and 
knowledge.

In the Fall of 07 we celebrated our 35th anniversary by hosting a party. 
Current members attended the party and we invited as many former members 
that we could locate. We are grateful for the few former members who 
traveled quite a distance to be with us and celebrate! The day started with a 
very exciting and fun rally through St. Charles County Boone “trails” aka 
highways and byways. About 100 folks gathered for dinner and a slide show 
presentation of some of our hysterical historical events and to reminisce. 
We had a special guest, Greg Fadler, Chief Engineer of Aerodynamics of 
GM Racing. We all learned a great deal about the “future” and commitment 
by GM to racing. 

It was a unanimous vote, they anniversary party was a success and 
everyone is excited about the bright future of the Club and what the next 
35 years will bring.

Article was submitted by Bill Rush and the photos were submitted Lon 
Friesenborg, members of Boone Trail CC.
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Corvette Troy
$340,000 Donated to Charity

Corvette Troy is well known in NCCC and often referred to as a 
“racing club,” a distinction we appreciate, although the club hosts the 
full range of typical Corvette activities. Twenty-four years ago, the 
club decided to improve our support to the community. Since 1984, 
we are pleased to have provided over $340,000 to improve the lives 
of Spina Bifida families and assist other charities. The club currently 
contributes $25,000 per year to charity.

Funding provided to the Spina Bifida Association of Greater 
Dayton is used to assist over 200 individuals in purchasing needed 
medical equipment, supplies and home modifications not covered by 
insurance and enables children to attend an all-accessible summer 
camp. We also host an annual Christmas party that provides an 
opportunity to spend some time with the Spina Bifida children and 
families. Santa presents toys specifically chosen for each of the 
children. Entertainment, such as a puppet show or magic show, is 
enjoyed by all. 

The club’s fund raising this year enabled us to also allocate $4,000 
to a charity car repair program, the township emergency life squad, a 
college scholarship and to our local hospice in memory of members 
Jay Lamka and Ev Shuman. 

Our major fund raising event is a benefit drawing where two new 
Corvettes are awarded to the lucky ticket holders. This is a moderately 
expensive but “good odds” event in that a maximum of 500 tickets are 
sold for $250 each. This provides each ticket holder with two chances 
of winning a new Corvette! 

Each ticket holder may bring a guest to the gala Benefit Drawing 
party featuring complimentary food, drinks, and live band. Ticket 
holders may view their ticket stubs before they are put in a barrel, and 
the tickets are drawn out one-by-one until the last remaining ticket 
wins the first car. The 499 non-winning tickets are then put back in 
the barrel and the winner of the second car is drawn as an instant 
winner. The benefit drawing is a precision process and well honed 
over the years. 

Other prizes are presented, including a $1,000 prize to the runner-
up. Last year we gave away a 1:12 scale museum quality C5R model. 
Corvette Troy is sponsored by Bud’s Chevrolet in St. Mary’s, Ohio, 
one of the largest Corvette dealers in the country. They provide us 
with two new Corvettes at a competitive price delivered on time, 
every time!

We always sell all of the tickets, but would like to expand our 
ticket-buying base to include more avid Corvette enthusiasts. If you 
would like more information, please contact me via the phone number 
or email address shown below. We hope more of our NCCC friends 
will join us in our charity fund raising event this year! 

Ken Schaper 
Charity Director, Corvette Troy Charities, Inc.
937-429-1845, schaper00@earthlink.net

Vapor Valley Vettes
Support LAM

The Vapor Trail Vettes Corvette Club (Sponsored by Home 
Motors) of Santa Maria, CA., presented a $4,500 check to The LAM 
Foundation in honor of Charm Perry.

The contribution was possible through the Corvette club’s recent 
3rd annual Corvette National Council of Corvette Clubs (NCCC) slow 
speed autocross, poker rallye, people’s choice car show and an awards 
banquet and dance.

L.A.M. is short for Lymphangioleiomyomatosis, a progressive 
lung disease that usually strikes women during their childbearing 
years. L.A.M. is characterized by an abnormal growth of smooth 
muscle cells. These cells invade the tissue of the lungs, including the 
airways, and blood and lymph vessels. Although these cells are not 
considered cancerous, they grow uncontrollably within the lungs, 
and over time, can cause the walls of the airways, blood and lymph 
vessels to become obstructed, preventing delivery of oxygen to the 
rest of the body.

The L.A.M. Foundation was established in 1995 by Fran and 
Sue Byrnes when their daughter Andrea was diagnosed in 1994. They 
discovered a complete lack of evidence-based medical advice and 
scientific research, and began enlisting L.A.M. patients, their doctors, 
families, women’s organizations, educational associations, churches, 
schools, etc., to raise awareness and funds to support scientific research 
toward a cure. 

While there is presently no cure for L.A.M., women with L.A.M. 
have every reason to be optimistic. Researchers believe a cure will be 
uncovered through scientific investigation, and undiagnosed women 
throughout the world will be identified. Funding for scientific research 
is the L.A.M. Foundation’s most urgent need. 

Pictured from left: Charm Perry, diagnosed with LAM, and Hector 
Paz, President of the VTV Corvette Club
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Together, they rock.

CALL:
866.281.7944

CLICK:
www.mamotorworks.com/corvette?nbb7

MAIL:
Mid America Motorworks

#1 Mid America Place
P.O. Box 1368

Effingham, IL 62401-1368

The key.

The car.

NBB7

Mid America Motorworks wants to give YOU the key to Corvette Passion.

Get a FREE, 1953-2008 full-color catalog.
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First we teamed with Corvette Racing for success in the American Le Mans Series and at the 24 Hours of Le Mans. Then we engineered 
tires for the 2009 Chevrolet Corvette ZR1 supercar. Now, on August 1, Michelin will offer a custom-tuned tire for the C5 and a custom-

tuned tire for the C6. These Michelin® Pilot® Sport PS2™ Zero Pressure™ run-flat tires offer sensational wet and dry performance, 
including outstanding tread life and a comfortable ride. 

Copyright © 2008 Michelin North America, Inc. All rights reserved. The Michelin Man is a registered trademark owned 
by Michelin. Preproduction model shown. Actual production model may vary. GM, Corvette and ZR1 are registered 
trademarks and Chevy is a trademark of the GM Corp. ©2008 GM Corp. All rights reserved.

The same custom-tuned performance 
is now available in your driveway.
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WHAT EVERY NCCC MEMBER WAS BORN TO DO...

DISCOUNT*

You’re part of a great club. Because of that, you receive 5% off 
our already great rates*. At Hagerty, you also get Agreed Value 
coverage, low premiums and world-class service. Just let ’er rip.

*Not available in all states. Discount does not apply to any premium for optional coverage and is subject 
to change upon renewal.

800-922-4050  |  WWW.HAGERTY.COM/NCCC
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It was a great year for The Oklahoma City Corvette 
Club. We won our seventh consecutive Southwest Region 
Championship and our “first ever” NCCC NATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIP!  

We have a wonderful group of people who made this 
possible. We had 55 members earn NCCC Points for the 
competition year. We normally have over 40 members 
compete in our events in Oklahoma City. We usually have 
25 – 30 members make the drive each year to Fort Worth, 
TX for a race at Texas Motor Speedway, and there is our 
core group of 10 - 15 who attend various events throughout 
the Southwest Region.

It seems that each time we have either a track day or 

competitive event there are a few new members who come 
out to try out this sport we call autocross and drag racing.  
It is amazing to us how many of our new members really 
enjoy the competitive aspect of NCCC or, as we like to 
call it, “driving your car in anger.”

Through our competitive events, our club members 
have met and made many great friends within the 
Southwest Region and NCCC. We look forward to many 
more years of competition within NCCC!

This article and club photo were submitted by OCCC’s 
Club Governor, Brett Ruston.
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SMOOTH LINE AD
full color, full pg
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Carbon Fiber 
reinforced 
sidewalls

All-season
tread

        From up here we see

                 an innovative way

                     to wipe the smirk 

 

                       off an S-turn’s face.

Goodyear Eagle® F1 All Season tires with two Carbon Fiber reinforced sidewalls help keep 
more rubber on the road for agile maneuvering. And an all-season tread design helps sweep 
water away from the tire for enhanced wet traction 
and control in less-than-ideal conditions. 

goodyeartires.com ©2008 The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. All rights reserved.
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T i m e  T r i a l 

compet i t ion. 

The two low-

speed driving 

events tested the 

skills of all of 

the drivers and 

the handling 

capability of 

their Corvettes. 

In addition to the NCCC events, LVCA hosted a Friday Welcome 

Party with a Hors d’oeuvre Buffet 

line, live music for dancing and 

a special appearance by the Ring 

Quartet. The get together evening 

offered a great time for everyone to 

meet with each other. Individuals 

from 15 different Corvette clubs 

from across the US attended. Our 

guest traveling the farthest came 

all the way from North Carolina. 

The  Corve t t e  Rou le t t e 

festivities concluded with a Sunday Night Roaring 20’s Awards 

Banquet. The food was 

outstanding. Plaques were 

given out to all of our NCCC 

event winners as well as 

our 1920’s costume contest 

winners. Over $7000 worth 

of grand prizes were raffled 

off during the evening. This 

year’s charity for Corvette 

Roulette is St. Judes Ranch 

for Children. Everyone who attended had 

a great time.

The tentative date for Corvette 

Roulette 2009 is for May 22-24, 2009 

at the Orleans Hotel & Casino. We hope 

everyone will share the fun time they had 

this year and will mark their calendars to 

attend next year. For more information on 

the Las Vegas Corvettes Association, visit 

our website at www.vegasvettes.com.

T h e  L a s 

Vegas Corvettes 

A s s o c i a t i o n 

(LVCA) and 

our  Sponsor 

B i l l  H e a r d 

C h e v r o l e t 

wish to thank 

everyone who 

attended our Third Annual Corvette Roulette. This year LVCA is 

enjoying its 35th Anniversary Year; currently, it has over 250 members 

and is the largest Corvette Association in the West Coast Region. 

 Corvette Roulette is an all Corvette event and had five NCCC 

Sanctioned Events over 3 days in Las Vegas, Nevada. This year Corvette 

Roulette was held at The Orleans Hotel and Casino. The events started 

with a Concours Car Show that was located on the 4th floor roof top of 

the Arena 

P a r k i n g 

G a r a g e 

a t  T h e 

O r l e a n s . 

From the 

r o o f  a l l 

attendants 

were able to overlook the fabulous Las Vegas Strip. All of the judges 

went through a judge’s training program implemented by our LVCA – 

Corvette Roulette Chairman Jim Gregorius. The car show was followed 

by a Gimmick and Poker Rallye that took the Corvette participants 

a r o u n d  t h e 

western portion 

of our Las Vegas 

Valley. The rallye 

route included 

a drive through 

T h e  L a k e s , 

Peccole Ranch 

and out to Calico 

Basin in the Red Rock Canyon area. The rallye was less than 1½ hours 

long so that the participants could have plenty of time during their 

Saturday night to enjoy the various activities of Fabulous Las Vegas. 

Sunday morning started off with everyone gathering in the fenced off 

employee parking lot at The Orleans. This secured area provided an 

excellent and safe area to run a low speed Autocross and Matching 

Las Vegas Corvettes Association
presents

Corvette Roulette 2008
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Corvette...My Anti-Drug

When I was about 10 years 
old, I saw a Corvette and thought it 
looked neat. In 1995 when I was 11 
years old, I got a chance to ride in a 
Corvette, a red (my favorite color) C4 
with a glass top. From that point on, 
I was hooked. I decided 
I would own a Corvette 
when I turn 26.

When I turned 18 
years old, I made the 

decision to say NO to smoking and drugs. I then 
said I wanted to save money that I would have spent 
smoking a pack of cigarettes a day, and do something 
great with the money I saved and the fact that I still 
had my health. 

I figured that I would spend $5.00 a day on 
a pack of cigarettes if I smoked. Instead, I set up 
an account to save that money, and I called it my 
Corvette Fund. That fund bought and maintains 
my Corvette, along with supporting the Corvette 
lifestyle.

With the money I saved, I was able to purchase 
a 1985 Corvette at the age of 22. You guessed it, red 
with a glass top, just like the car I got to ride in 11 
years earlier at the age of 11.

I tell everyone I can that if you stay away from 
smoking, and drugs, and save your money, you can 
be driving your dream car.

The article and photos were submitted by Gaye 
Liddick, Editor of the Glass Gazette, Central PA 
CC, who adds the following: This “is a story from 
Andy Despot, one of our new, and young members, 
about what one of our local club events meant to 

him” (The first Corvette ride that Andrew writes about was a 
Fly-in event hosted by the Lancaster County CC with support 
from the Cumberland Valley CC and Central PA CC. The event 
was held at the Capital City Airport in New Cumberland, PA and 
provided Corvette rides, airplane rides and other fun activities 
for children with disabilities. The concern and generosity of 
these NCCC clubs made a small difference in the life of one 
child born with Cerebral Palsy.) The photo also includes the 
second Corvette that Andrew and recently purchased.
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The sixth annual Jets and Vets display was held at the Pima Air Museum on April 6, 2008. The Pima Air Museum is one 
of the largest air and space museums in the world where over 275 air and space craft can be seen, including many of the most 
historically significant and technically advanced craft ever produced from the United Sates and around the world.

As we do every year, we started by having pictures taken of all of our Corvettes by one of the aircraft on display. This year, 
it was a beautifully refurbished Douglas B-23 Dragon (picture 2008 Corvette).

After the pictures, our Corvettes were put on display inside the hanger that housed the SR-71 Blackbird. This plane was 
introduced in 1966 and still remains the world’s fastest and highest-flying operational manned aircraft. At a top speed of 2,242 
mph and an altitude of 80,000 feet, it can survey 100,000 square miles per hour. In addition, it was able to take a picture of a car 
license plate from this altitude. Two Corvette clubs participate in this annual event, the Sonoran Desert Corvettes, Tucson and 
The Tucson Corvette club. 

Every year, it’s a real treat for the general public to see some of the fastest cars on the road mixed in with the fastest aircraft. 
The picture shown below shows some of the Corvettes with the SR-71 Blackbird.
 
Article and pictures submitted by Bob Koblewski, Sononan Desert Corvettes.
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Ray Meesseman 
Michigan Autocross Group - Michigan 
Region

J u s t  a f t e r 
C o n v e n t i o n ,  I 
a s k e d  S h a r o n 
what she thought 
about running all 
out for a number. 
I knew what the 
answer would be. 
It’s the same one 
I get when I ask 
to go to any event: 
“Sure, why not.” 
So after two (2) half shafts, two (2) clutches, one (1) rear end carrier, 
one (1) pinion yoke, one (1) alternator, one (1) rear spring, one (1) 
cracked header pipe, one (1) rear shock, one (1) fan relay, one (1) drive 
shaft, one (1) water pump seal, four (4) brake rotors, six (6) sets of 
brake pads, 24 race tires, 412 gallons of 110 octane fuel, 2,117 gallons 
of diesel fuel, 102 hours on engine clock, 49 days at events, 282 events 
and 2,909 points, I ended up here.

Thanks to Dave Fulks, Chris Scafero, Jack Alexander, Dave Johnson, 
John & Debbie Haskell, Bob Hall, Jack & Janet Wilson, Tom Holland 
and Corky Key for lending the use of their car to me and/or Sharon.

To Betty and Don Parks, (as Roger M. would say…) “You’re the 
BEST!”

Our plans for the future? To continue racing, seeing old friends and 
making new ones.

Remember, “Let’s not ask what NCCC can do for us, but what can we 
do for NCCC.”

Don Parks
Corvette Atlanta - Southeast Region
I ’ v e 

been  an  NCCC 
m e m b e r  s i n c e : 
1974

I’ve been competing 
since: 1974

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 was … duh … anywhere there would likely be a tail-gate party 
after the events! Grissom & Putnam Park Road Course in Indiana 
for example. I also enjoyed autocrosses in places like Sanford, NC, 

Lakeland, FL, Xenia, OH and Roebling Road Raceway in Georgia. 
Really enjoyed the week before Thanksgiving relaxing on Tybee 
Island, GA!

If I had it to do all over again, I would move the finish line farther 
away!

My plans for the future? Keep on keeping on!

Jack Alexander
TireTown CC - East Ohio Region
I’ve been an NCCC member since September 1971 when 

I joined the Gadsden Corvette Club and NCCC/Southeast Region 
just a month after receiving my brand new white Corvette. I was a 
charter member of Corvette Birmingham in 1972. Being a vagabond 
helicopter pilot, I moved around but was a long-time member of the 
San Guacamole Race Team of the San Jacinto Corvette Club, before 
moving to the Midwest and East Ohio Region.

I’ve been competing since my first experience with NCCC as a waxer 
with my 1972 big block coupe, that is, until I met those crazy racers 
from “Corvette Atlanta” who adopted me and convinced me that a 
big block was for racing, not showing. 

What I enjoyed most about competing in 2007: My friends old and 
new and, of course, making a little noise…“WHO WANTS A QUIET 
RACE CAR?” 

If I had it to do all over again, I would be born rich instead of ______! 
Oh, well, it’s hard when you miss out on it all.

My plans for the future? Who knows? Even old racecars and drivers 
can compete until???

Patrick Wrigley
Fort Wayne CC – Indiana Region
I ’ v e 
b e e n 

an NCCC member 
since 2002.

I’ve been competing 
since 2003.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: Sharing the 
enjoyment of NCCC 
and autocrossing with 
Peggy Marschand.

My plans for the future? To keep spending too much every month on 
gasline, to keep having my car fixed and to keep enjoying the people 
and experiences of NCCC.
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Geoff Gott
TireTown CC – East Ohio Region
I  h a v e 

b e e n  r a c i n g  a 
Corvet te  for  30 
years starting in 
1977 with a ‘67 tri 
carb convertible, 
then moving on to 
an ‘87 Z51 coupe. 
In 1993, I bought 
a tow vehicle and a 
car hauler, and have been out looking for the fun speed events ever 
since.

This past year, two highlights were Convention in Nashville and, as 
always, Thanksgiving in Savannah. 

In 2008, my plan is to seek out the party racing wherever it can be 
found.

Jack Wilson 

Northern Illinois CC - Midwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 1991.

I’ve been competing 
since 1991.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 was Janet and 
I traveling together 
down new roads to 
repeat events and 
new roads to new events across this beautiful country. We looked 
forward to renewing old friendships and making new ones. 

If I had it to do all over again, it’s hard to change the opportunity to 
enjoy life, a hobby, and your companion all at the same time. 

My plans for the future?  To keep living the dream.

Paul Haack
Windy City Corvettes - Midwest Region
I’ve been 

an NCCC member 
since 2000.

I’ve been competing 
since 2005.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 was the fact 
that I was fortunate 
to be able to compete 
in a wide variety 
of NCCC events 
with others that share the same passion for Corvettes. Through                         
these events, I have met so many interesting people and have made 
many new friendships all over the country. 

If I had it to do all over again, I would make sure we had enough race 
tires to last the entire season! And I would adjust our travel schedule 
so we don’t spend our wedding anniversary having dinner in a Truck 
Stop while on the road traveling between events!

My plans for the future? To continue to compete in as many regional 
and national events as I possibly can and support the NCCC 
competition program as the Midwest Region RCD.

Neil Fox
Tejas Vettes - Southwest Region
I ’ v e 
been an 

N C C C  m e m b e r 
since 2000.

I’ve been competing 
since 2000.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: Have you ever 
gone into a turn at 
a speed that you 
thought might be too 
much? Only to start drifting, you apply more power and it becomes the 
perfect turn! And you think OH MY GOD THAT WAS AWESOME! 
That’s why I race. Even if I only get that feeling once in a weekend it 
is worth it. The hard work of loading and unloading the car, changing 
tires, fixing problems on the car and just traveling to the event is the 
soft prelude to the excitement of racing and competing against friends. 
My wife, Eileen and I have driven our ’96 Purple LT1 for 7 seasons 
and thoroughly enjoyed every minute. There were a few problems 
along the way but with the support of our Tejas club members and our 
competitors we were able to have a great 2007.

If I had it to do all over again, I would go to more events!

My plans for the future? Get more horsepower! Eileen and I now 
have a 2004 Commemorative Z06 that we will campaign for the next             
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age fifty. I would brake after the long straight at Nelson Ledges.

My plans for the future? I hope to compete as long as my health and 
money allow. With record gas prices, aging parents, and major surgery 
for my wife scheduled for late July/early August, 2008 will probably 
be limited. 

Johnny Gann
Oklahoma City CC - Southwest Region
I ’ v e 

b e e n  a n  N C C C 
m e m b e r  s i n c e 
2004.

I’ve been competing 
2004. 

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 was racing Neil 
Fox for the Southwest 
R e g i o n  P o i n t s 
Championship, as 
well as meeting and racing a lot of great Corvette enthusiasts! 

If I had it to do all over again, I would not change a thing. I had a total 
blast racing last year. Try it; you’ll love it!

My plans for the future? Race as much as I can and as hard as I can. 
Oh, and win more races.

Richard Yanko
Nashville CC – Southeast Region
I ’ v e 
b e e n 

an NCCC member 
since 1978.

I’ve been competing 
since 1978.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 was the trip 
t o  S a v a n n a h  a t 
Thanksgiving for the high speed event at Roebling Road. The weather 
was good, the practice day was fun, the food and scenery in Savannah 
is always enjoyable and we got to see a lot of friends prior to the 
Christmas Holiday.

If I had it to do all over again, the only thing I might have changed is 
getting a dedicated race car earlier. This is my family and I enjoy the 
activities all over the country.

My plans for the future? I plan to continue doing what I have done. 
Sometimes it’s best not to change a good thing.

few years. Dean and Brenda Lackey graciously allowed us to “borrow” 
their Z06 a couple times during the 2007 season when our car lost a 
rear-end and also when it blew out the transmission AND I am stuck 
on HORSEPOWER! Now I just have to learn how to shift and handle 
all of the power...definitely something to look forward to.
 

Johnny Haskell
Carolina Corvettes - Carolina Region
I ’ v e 

b e e n  a n  N C C C 
member since 1998.

I’ve been competing 
since 1998.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007: I enjoy the 
p e o p l e  a n d  t h e 
speed.

If I had it to do all over again, I would still be running my first car 
and be completely retired on the money I have spent on so many cars 
since…but then again, I’d do it again. so I guess I wouldn’t really 
change anything.

My plans for the future? We plan to run more high speed stuffand finish 
the show car that’s been apart for years…

Mike Edmondson
West Ohio Region

Joe Tooley
Florida Region

Robert Hall
Flint CC – Michigan Region
I ’ v e 

b e e n  a n  N C C C 
m e m b e r  s i n c e 
1995.

I’ve been competing 
since 2000.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 were renewing 
o ld  f r iendships , 
making new ones, 
traveling to different states and competing on new courses.  

If I had it to do all over again, I would definitely start racing before 
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Jim Thomas
Northern Illinois CC - Midwest Region

I’ve been an NCCC 
m e m b e r  s i n c e 
1994.

I’ve been competing 
since 1995.

What I enjoyed most 
about competing in 
2007 was the thrill 
of pushing a great 
sports car to i ts 
limits and sometimes 
beyond, along with 
the camaraderie, seeing old friends and meeting new ones.

If I had it to do all over again, I would stop running into things that 
don’t move. 

My plans for the future? I’ve been retired for a year now and wish I 
should have done this forty years ago. I’ll be doing the usual house 
and yard duties. I plan on more fishing and golfing and as much 
autocrossing as the economy will allow.

An event happened recently that I wanted to share with everyone, 
because I think it was probably one of the most profound moments in my 
NCCC career. As you know, a long time supporter of the NCCC, Karen 
Jenkins past away recently. She had asked her husband Walt (from the 
Colorado Springs Corvette Club and the 2009 Convention Chair) if she 
could have a Corvette Caravan at her funeral. Walt put this information out 
to the Regional NCCC Officers and we publicized it to the Region’s clubs 
wanting to make sure that we fulfilled her last request.

Upon the day of the funeral, I was thinking that we might get about 
30 cars at the event and that would be an pretty good showing for a person 
so active in the Region. When Nancy and I arrived at the church after a 55-
mile drive, we pulled into the designated lot and more and more cars were 
showing up by the minute, with Colorado State Patrol and Colorado Springs 
Police in attendance.  By the appointed time, 105 Corvettes had shown up 
from five states (as far away as St. Louis, 800 miles) with their members in 
all of their club colors to pay tribute to Karen. I had only one thought and 
the sentiment was shared by the hundreds of folks there, “WOW!”

We all formed up behind the State Patrol and began a “parade lap” 
around the church past Walt and the whole Jenkins family in memory of 
Karen, a very active racer in the autocross community. As we all paraded 
past, I couldn’t help but feel the energy and love that was being given freely 
with this multi-region, multi-club group who was there for only one reason. 
Funerals are usually a time for black dress. The service was filled with every 
manner of bright club shirts with several club members speaking of very 
emotional and fond memories. I don’t believe that there were many folks 
there who weren’t touched by this, but it wasn’t even close to being over.

Once we finished the service, it was time for the massive procession to 
the cemetery, being lead by Colorado State Patrol and 10 of Colorado Springs 
finest police officers. The procession was over a mile and half long...Corvettes 
as far as the eyes could see! Bystanders wondered if the president was there 
by the length of the procession and the quantity of police escort.

Once the full-hour long, 20 mile, procession was parked at the cemetery, 
the biggest surprise of the day was the State Patrol leading, lights and siren 
blaring, a lone yellow Z06 towing a shiny silver tire trailer driven by John 
Ames, with the Karen’s casket in the back adorned by flowers and her 
autocross helmet. I thought I was going to make it without crying until 
I saw this scene with about 300 of my closest ‘family’ in attendance and 
suddenly knew it wasn’t possible. We didn’t know it was going to happen 
and we certainly weren’t prepared for the affect that this had on each and 
every member of the procession, not to mention the impact on the Jenkins 
family.

This had confirmed the tone for what started as a very surprising day 
and continued to be one of the most moving experiences of my life, all 
made possible by membership in THIS organization. Karen will be missed 
greatly, but never forgotten.

I truly believe that the people who have never experienced this are 
missing out on one of the most fulfilling and gratifying organizations that I 
have ever been involved in, not to mention the other more tangible benefits 
which non-NCCC clubs will never be able to match. You get significantly 
more from the NCCC than insurance and this just proves it.

I belong to several other organizations that give much less for much 
more money, but none compare to the tangible and intangible benefits that 
I receive from my membership and active participation in the National 
Council of Corvette Clubs, my club, and my friends which are my extended 
family!

I encourage you to get active in YOUR organization and participate as 
much as you can. We will all be better because of it.
Save the wave.

John Maxwell, Rocky Mountain Region RE

(continued from page 20)
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In Memoriam ~ 2008

Ken Daby ~ El Paso CC, RR

Jay Gittleman ~ CC of NE Pennsylvania, ER

James Goad ~ Palm Springs CC, RR

Art Granzberg ~  Sunburst CC, MW

Phil Harris ~ Circle City CC, IN

Joyce Hudson ~ Metrolina CC, CA

Karen Jenkins ~ Colorado Springs CC, RM

Carol Johnson ~ Michigan Autocross Group, MI

Marlene Kortonhoven ~ Crossed Flags CC,

Dale MacGruder ~ Palm Springs CC, RR

Charles Mertz ~ Midwest Region

Frank Meyers ~ Fort Wayne CC, IN

Jim Strong ~ CC of Iowa, WR

Diane Veselmeyer ~ Cornhusker CC, WR

Shirley Wagle ~ Corvette Cruisers, MW

Carl Young ~ Route 66 CC, MW
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Hello Fellow Corvetters!
As I write this, the hot, humid days of summer are upon 

us and the competition season is in full swing. Here in the 
Carolinas, as in several years past, we hosted the 3 day Memorial 
Day weekend with 21 events at Sanford, North Carolina. As in 
the past, the success was due in large part to all those workers 
who volunteered to “help” in the true spirit of our NCCC 
family. Our thanks to all who helped make our weekend fun for 
everyone. In spite of outrageous fuel prices, we had participants 
from Florida, Tennessee, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan, Colorado, 
Texas, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Georgia, as well as the Carolinas, 
many of whom have been to all seven Annual Hot Asphalt 
Events. It seems that each year our little corvette family gets 
together, not only to compete on the course, but also to share 
meals and swap stories.

By the time you read this, the Carolina Region will also have 
hosted concours and peoples choice car shows and a 14 event 
weekend in Greenville, NC and another 14 event weekend in 
Greenville SC, and rallyes in Shelby, NC, with more events set 
up for the fall. Remember, it is more fun to participate in some 
activity with other corvettes and owners to share the experience. 
Check the NCCC web site and join us.

Margaret Bohannan, Carolina Region RE

The region is moving along at a pace keeping with all of 
the outside influences from the shores of Saudi Arabia to the 
frozen tundra...at this moment the real feel is $3.89 and climbing. 
Makes for more diet food to offset the increases. lol

 In the last issue, I meant to thank all of the folks who have 
helped the Region by donating materials, certificates and even 

just plain old help. There are many I have received items from 
over the years. During 2007 and 2008, in no special order, they 
are KUMHO tires - Rudy Consolacion; ZIP Products - Andy 
Young and Justin Abbot; Vette Brakes Products - Gary Gonzales; 
Carolina Clutch - Tom Haus; Kevin Whitaker Chevrolet - Kevin 
Whitaker and Donnie Wagner; Goodyear Tires - John Taube in 
the past, Bridgestone-Firestone - Rod Stotsenburg, Cowart 
Awards - Leanne Long.

 Summertime and the livin’ is easy, right? This year we are 
going to really take it easy...with four Fun Rallyes scheduled 
on the same day in July! Can only picture the last Rallye in this 
Region, many, many moons ago. Will be fun, I am sure.

These type of events are much more public and expose 
NCCC and the local Clubs to the population more than High 
Speed and Autocross events. We need the exposure to build our 
membership, so if you have any idea of putting on a Rallye, just 
go ahead and do it. 

That’s all folks!
 
Pete Dawley, Carolina Region RCD

Regional Executive
Margaret Bohannan

105 Middlewood Lane
Anderson, SC 29621

nocones@mindspring.com
864-231-6311

Competition Director
Pete Dawley

327 Baywood Drive
Campobello, SC 29322-9049

GROUP3RACE@aol.com
864-473-2193

Membership Director
Debbie Haskell

112 Harvest Lane
Boiling Springs, SC 29316
deb_vette98@yahoo.com

864-814-2820/864-414-5419

For up-to-date information
about NCCC news and

events, be sure to CLICK
on the NCCC website,
www.corvettesnccc.org.
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Regional Executive
Mike Weil

2803 Bluebell Court
Abingdon, MD 21009
mweil43207@aol.com

410-515-3537

Competition Director
Brian Gallagher
1378 Bush Rd

Cresco, PA 18326
brian@z06racing.com

570-629-5123

Membership Director
Joe Vasta

612 Boxelder Drive
Edgewood, MD 21040
joevasta@comcast.net

703-453-1215

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB
8/2
8/10 3 AutoX Central PA CC/Lancaster Cty CC
8/16 3 PC Concours Chesapeake CC
8/17 2 Rallyes Classic Club of Maryland
8/23 1 Concours York County CC

9/7 1 PC Concours Corvette Annapolis
9/20 1 Funkhana Corvette Annapolis
9/20 1 PC Concours Cumberland Valley CC
9/20 1 Funkhana G-Burg Vettes
9/21 1 PC Concours CC of America
9/21 1 Drags CC of America
9/21 1 AutoX Central PA CC
9/21 1 AutoX Lancaster County CC
9/21 1 Concours Pocono Mountains CC
9/21 4 PC Concours Pocono Mountains CC
9/27 1 PC Concours Allentown Area CC
9/28 2 AutoX Tri-County Vettes

10/4 3 PCC/2 Rallyes Free State CC
10/11
10/12 2 PC Concours Classic Club of Marylnad
10/18 1 HS Cornerstone CC of Carroll County
10/18 1 PC Concours Cumberland Valley CC
10/18 6 HS Northern VA CC
10/19 7 HS Hampton Roads CC
10/19 1 PC Concours York County CC
10/25 2 Rallyes G-Burg Vettes
10/26 1 Rallye Central PA CC
10/26 1 PC Concours Lancaster County CC

11/1 3 Rallyes Pocono Mountains CC
11/2 3 PC Concours Keystone State CC

12/6

EAST REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008

REGION MEETING

REGION MEETING

REGION MEETING
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Competition Director
Charles Stephens

54521 State Route 681
Reedsville, OH 45772-9013
stephecr2@windstream.net

740-378-6398

Membership Director
Peggy Stephens

54521 State Route 681
Reedsville, OH 45772-9013
stephecr2@windstream.net

740-378-6398

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB
8/2 5 LS Competition CC
8/3 3 LS CC of W. Virginia
8/9 2 Car shows Blennerhasset CC
8/10 4 Car shows Central W. Virginia
8/17 7 Car shows Lake Shore CC
8/23 5 Car shows Mound City CC
8/24 2 Rallyes Mound City CC

9/1 3 HS @ Nelson Ledges Corvette Cleveland/CC of W. Virginia
9/7 3 Rallyes Medina CC
9/21 2 Car shows Buckeye CC
9/27-28 8 LS Tiretown CC/Mid-Ohio CC

10/4 3 LS Tiretown CC
10/5 3 LS Tiretown CC/Corvette Canton
10/11
10/18-19 5 Rallyes Kanawha Valley CC
10/26 3 Rallyes Central W. Virginia CC

11/1 2 Rallyes Competition Corvettes

12/6

EAST OHIO REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008

REGION MEETING -- Canton, OH

REGION MEETING -- Canton, OH

Regional Executive
Chuck Heretta

346 Barrister Avenue SE
North Canton, OH 44720-3895

cheatn@sssnet.com
330-498-0107
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Regional Executive
Glenn Hutchinson
2904 SE 5th Place

Cape Coral, FL 33904
n2vettes@earthlink.net

239-772-0705

Competition Director
Manny Montgomery
12313 Caron Drive

Jacksonville, FK 32258
flrcd@bellsouth.net

904-880-1621

Membership Director
Patsy Shearer

1046 Fairlawn Drive
Rockledge, FL 32955-3032
WShearer001@cfl.rr.com

321-632-9036

What have you done for NCCC?

We have been asking each other what does NCCC do for 
us and what do we get out of NCCC? Well I’m asking what are 
we doing for our own organization? We need to take care of our 
own house and make an effort to promote and make NCCC a 
priority when we get out and mix with other Corvette owners. 
Talk up NCCC and let your fellow Corvette owners know that 
NCCC is more that just a great place to get insurance for your 
club. NCCC is about meeting fellow Corvette enthusiast talking 
about our favorite past times, CORVETTES and participating in 
the activities of your choice, whether it be Auto Crossing, Drag 
Racing, Concours, Rallies or other social outings. Whichever is 
your favorite event, you will meet new and old friends at each 
outing. This is what the Corvette hobby and NCCC is all about, 
FRIENDSHIP!!!

Somehow friendship turns in to an extended family. I know 
that is true for Sandy & Me. We love our car hobby and the 
friends it bring to us!!! 

Please take the time when you meet new Corvette friends 
and start talking Vettes and clubs, to let them know that you 
and your club are members of a national organization called 
NCCC and explain what NCCC is and the benefits it awards 
you and your club.

If I can be of help to any club in the Fl. Region please let 
me know. The offer still stands if any club wants me to attend 
their meeting and talk on any subject. Just let me know and l 
will schedule it in at your request. 
 
Glenn Hutchinson, Florida Region RE

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB LOCATION
8/16 LS St. Augustine, FL

9/21
9/27 LS St. Augustine, FL

10/25-26 14 LS Brooksville, FL

11/22-23 14 LS Brooksville, FL
11/29-30 10 HS Corvette Atlanta / N. FL. Corvette Assn. Roebling Rd

12/13-14 14 LS Cypress Garden CC Lakeland, FL
12/21 REGION MEETING -- Orlando, FL

FLORIDA REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008

REGION MEETING -- Orlando, FL
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Regional Executive
Mary Bellamy

14133 Erin Court
, IN 46540-9582

574-825-5536

Competition Director
Mike Godfrey

68294 U. S. 31 South
Lakeville, IN 46536-9739
NCCCRACER@aol.com

574-784-2991

Membership Director
Sue Runyan

3708 Marchfield Place
Fort Wayne, IN 46804-2630

zr1duck@hotmail.com
260-432-1878

Hi from the now thawed-out people of the Indiana Region. 
One week we were having snowstorms and the next spring rains 
and the start of tornado season, I mean, Corvette Season. The 
kind folks from the Hoosier Corvette Club out of Indianapolis 
started our Corvette season with “The Spring Fling” which 
was at the Ray Skillman Museum for a cook out, car show, fun 
and just plain old car talk. The next party of the season was a 
14-event weekend with our Regional Banquet on a Saturday 
night. Now for all those racers, don’t think you missed 14-low 
speeds, because this was 14 poker rallyes over a Saturday and 
Sunday. Our next event was for the racers: The Indiana Region 
and West Ohio Region had their annual high speed events at 
Putnam Park Raceway. Just prior to going to Convention, a 14 
low speed event weekend was held at the Tire Rack in South 
Bend with the Michigan Region. 

Now who can say we haven’t got something for everyone. 
The Indiana Region will be having three more 14 low speed 
event weekends to be held at Grissom Air Base this year along 

with two seven-event weekends, one in Anderson and one in 
South Bend. A Concours in Evansville on the weekend of July 
26th is always a lot of fun, because the Tri State Corvette Club 
will not only put on a great Concours but also have a great 
time planned for everyone. Evansville is in the beautiful Ohio 
River area, not a real easy place to get to, but well worth the 
trip. Indiana has long finished up their year with an October 
cook out in the Brown County State Park the first weekend of 
October and then end the year with a night rallye on Saturday 
along with 13 speed events on Saturday and Sunday the last 
weekend of October.

Tally it up: three Region-wide parties, one at a museum 
and one in beautiful Brown County State park just as the trees 
are beginning to change colors, poker rallyes, gimmick rallyes, 
low speed events, high speed events, car shows and concours. 
What more can a Corvette owner ask for? 

Mary Bellamy, Indiana Region RE

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB LOCATION
8/2-3 14 LS Circle City CC / Corvette Indy Fishers, IN
8/9-10 7 LS Michiana CC Tire Rack
8/23-24 14 LS Fort Wayne CC / CC of Indiana Grissom AFB

9/27-28 14 LS Indiana Region Grissom AFB

11/1-2 5 LS/2 Rallyes Glass Menagerie CC Grissom AFB
11/1-2 7 LS Tri-State CC Grissom AFB

INDIANA REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008

Middlebury
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Regional Executive
Bill Siebel

8916 S. 8th Street
Kalamazoo, MI 49009-8940

Ewsiebel@aol.com
269-375-6117

Competition Director
Ray Meesseman

13029 North Holly Road
Holly, MI 48442-8602
rnsracing@juno.com

248-634-5824

Membership Director
Barbara Harris

906 Dexter Drive
Lennon, MI 48449-9666

MIRMD@charter.net
810-621-3468

Michigan Region would like to thank the Flint Corvette 
Club, under the leadership of JIM HARRIS, for hosting our 
annual banquet. Saturday afternoon started out with a walking 
rallye chaired by BARB HARRIS, PAT FULKS and the 
Chamber of Commerce of Frankenmuth, MI, known for the 
largest Christmas store. The banquet was outstanding once 
again. DANNY KELLERMEYER has been putting together 
DVD’s of all the top competitors for the past several years. Not 
only does Danny put together the DVD, he also finds sponsor 
money for the door prizes and the little extras he finds for the 
members who attend the banquet. One of the items Danny 
found for our top overall competitors was Jones Beverage, 
who furnished a case of soda with the photo and car on the 
bottles. Congratulations to Men’s winner, RAY MEESSEMAN; 
and to BARB BUSH and SHARON MEESSEMAN who tied 
for Ladies’ winner. 

Would like to thank our sponsors: Graff Chevrolet, Les 
Stanford Chevrolet, Cauley Chevrolet, Jones Beverage, Drago 
Corvette Parts & Service, Mid America Motorworks, D J 
Racing, Hoosier Tires, GM Parts Performance, Hawks Chevrolet 
and Corvette Central. A special thanks goes to our Michigan 
Region Corvette clubs for their donations. 

 Danny arranged for our guest speaker, Mr Tony Delorenzo, 
who has been racing Corvettes for many years. Just a little note 
on Danny’s other talents: he has been a crew chief for the Rolex 
24-hour series. Plus he has been a great help to members giving 
them advice on their Corvettes.

What National Council means to me:

Bill Siebel, Michigan Region RE

NATIONAL NICE
COUNCIL COLLECTION
of = of
CORVETTE CARING
CLUBS CORVETTERS

New ad rates went into effect 
with the Winter 2008 issue. 

Please access the NCCC web site, 
corvettesnccc.org,  for a copy of 

the ad rates and specs. 
However, a 15% discount will 

be given to any sponsor making 
a one-time purchase of four (4) 

ads, either full page or half page, 
full color or black/white.
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Regional Executive
Calvin Camp

3109 W. State Rt. 90
Edelstein, IL 61526-9709

camp_calvin@cat.com
309-249-3006

Competition Director
Paul Haack

6709 Connecticut Trail
Crystal Lake, IL 60012

MWR-RCD@comcast.net
815-477-4946

Membership Director
Susan Puksich

2542 Fox Ridge Ct.
Sheboygan, WY 53081-8548

a8s4p70@bytehead.com
920-452-5265

Hello everyone,
We hope you’re having a great summer enjoying all of your 

club activities and Midwest Region activities. As you read this, 
we’re deep into this summer’s list of 150+ events in the Midwest 
Region and have plenty of opportunities to rallye, autocross or 
show off your car at the various car shows. Don’t forget to check 
out our sanction event schedule at MWRegion.com. As some of 
you know, I may be leaving the region due to a work transfer and 
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank everyone for making 
the Midwest Region the best one in NCCC! It’s the great people 
behind the scenes who make things work so well at each event, 

so please take the time to appreciate the hard work everyone 
puts in so everyone can enjoy each event. I also want to thank 
everyone for making the RE’s job so rewarding and know that 
we have a couple of great candidates looking to take over next 
year. I’ve made a lot of great friends over the past few years as 
RE and hope to see everyone at the governors’ meetings even 
if we move. Remember, you only get out of life what you put 
into it, so get out there and have fun!!!

Save the wave, 
Calvin Camp, Midwest Region RE

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB LOCATION
8/2 1 PC Concours N. Illinois CC Machesney Park, IL
8/3 1 PC Concours Windy City Corvettes Lisle, IL
8/10 7 LS River City Corvettes West Salem, WI
8/16 2 Rallyes Sunburst CC Crystal Lake, IL
8/23 4 Rallyes Corvettes of Minnesota Rosemount, MN
8/24 3 LS Corvettes of Minnesota Rosemount, MN
8/24 1 Concours/1 PCC Badger State Vettes West Allis, WI
8/30-31 6 LS NICC/N. Rays/Windy City South Bend, IN

9/6 2 Concours/1 PCC Sunburst CC South Bend, IN
9/6 6 LS Little Egypt CC Centralia, IL
9/13 St. Louis, MO
9/20 4 Rallyes Minnesota Renegades Maplewood, MN
9/28 7 LS Glass Favorites Corvettes Galesburg, IL

10/4-5
10/11-12 7 LS Route 66 CC Wentzville, MO
10/18 7 LS Land of Lincoln Corvettes South Bend, IN
10/26 1 Rallye Windy City Corvettes Crystal Lake, IL

11/8 St. Louis, MO

MIDWEST REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008

REGION MEETING

MWR CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES

REGION MEETING
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Regional Executive
Dick DeSocio

8198 Soule Road
Liverpool, NY 13090
speedvett@aol.com

315-652-1903

Competition Director
John Backman

5 Sycamore Dr E
New Hartford, NY 13413-1221

jbackman@destinycorvetteclub.com
315-732-6856

Membership Director
Nina Foxenberg
5 Sycamore Dr E

New Hartford, NY 13413-1221
askme@emailnina.com

315-732-6856

We in the Northeast have had a miserable spring with 
temperatures staying in the 40’s to 50’s until early June, but a 
least the snow has melted and it has given the waxers and shiners 
a chance to spruce up their Corvettes while sitting in the garage. 
All of a sudden, we are in the 90’s and everybody is out cruising, 
racing, picnicking and partying. The first event of the year was 
opening day at the famous Watkins Glen racetrack. The charity 
event brought hundreds of Corvettes and everything else from 
Ferraris to Neons. Corvettes were featured and given their own 
heats to run the track 3 or 4 laps at a time at speed, behind the 
pace car. There is nothing more exciting than running the Glen 
and then flying by the straight away in front of the Grandstand 
at 120 MPH., except maybe the cold beer and burgers after the 
race event.

There are many sanctioned events scheduled for this year in 
the Northeast Region. Destiny Corvette Club has seven events 
scheduled; Tri Vettes has their seven scheduled at Edinburge, 
although it would be nice to run their events on one day 
instead of split into two days. Southern Tier Corvette Club is 
scheduling seven events this year, so far un-announced where 
and when. The Buffalo club is having a sanctioned event, and 
The Adirondack CC has its famous event on top of that mountain 
again. Last year was as close as any club has come to dethroning 
the Destiny CC (NE Champions the last six years) from the NE 
points championship, and Southern Tier will try again this year 
to keep it close. Southern Tier club members actually won the 
men’s and ladies’ 1st place trophies for 2007. All of the clubs that 
race would love to see more NCCC clubs get into auto-crossing 
and there certainly are lots of volunteers to help schedule and 
organize those events.

Of course, there are lots of social events this year, too. The 

Syracuse Corvette Club will be celebrating their 40th anniversary 
as an NCCC club, and they expect to break attendance records 
for Vettes At The Beach again this year, the largest Corvette 
show in the Northeast after Carlisle. Last year, the NE Region 
Corvettes at Woodstock event drew many Corvettes from 
many states and a 2nd “Woodstock” event is being scheduled 
for 2009.

There are so many social events being held around the 
Region that it is impossible to mention them all, and I would 
like to ask the clubs to please e-mail their event information or 
event reports to me, so they can be reported here in Blue Bars. 
Many times, clubs have an association with other clubs either 
thru NCCC or just socially and invite these clubs to join them. 
I would suggest that if you are one of these clubs doing this that 
it might be Corvette friendly to invite all the clubs in your area 
to participate with you, regardless of association.

Finally, I would like to mention an insurance program 
that one of the largest Corvette parts suppliers has available 
to NCCC clubs. I have looked at that program and, in my 
opinion, I have found it restrictive and lacking in many aspects 
of coverage. There is no better insurance than that offered by K 
& K Insurance thru your affiliation with NCCC, along with all 
the other benefits of being an NCCC member. Where can you 
find or buy ONE MILLION DOLLARS of liability coverage 
for every club event you attend all year for under $50.00? Hey, 
after all, we’re not driving a Neon.

Dick DeSocio, Northeast Region RE
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Regional Executive
John Maxwell

12244 Applewood Knolls Dr
Lakewood, CO 80215-7204
johnm@johnmaxwell.net

303-709-9388

Competition Director
Larry Morrison

492 Meadowlark Way
Clifton, CO 81520-8877

rpvette86@aol.com
970-434-5120

Membership Director
Ellouise Morrison

492 Meadowlark Way
Clifton, CO 81520-8877

GramaRP@aol.com
970-434-5120

It has been a good summer with lots of Corvette events to 
attend. We have had some great events already, but there are 
still more upcoming. The Region web site has all the latest 
information about things going on in the Rocky Mountain 
Region. The address for the site is www.rmrnccc.org and it is 
also linked to National’s web site. Let one of the region officers 

know if there is anything else you think should be on our web 
page.

If there is anything that I can help with please contact me.

Larry Morrison, Rocky Mountain Region RCD

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB CONTACT
9/TBD Dealer PC Show Down the Road Corvettes 303-464-4664 Sanctioned
9/12-13
9/21
9/28 2 LS Down the Road Corvettes 303-465-4664 Sanctioned

10/4 2 LS Colorado Springs CC 719-302-5472 Sanctioned
10/5 Open Track Practice (am) Denver Corvette Assn 303-739-9515 Non-Sanctioned
10/5 HS Time Trial (pm), Pueblo Denver Corvette Assn 303-739-9515 Sanctioned
10/12 3 LS Colorado West CC 970-434-5120 Sanctioned
10/18
10/19 All Hallows Eve Rallye Top of the Rockies Corvette Assn. 303-532-7619 Sanctioned

11/2 Sno-Flake Rallye Colorado Springs CC 719-302-5472 Sanctioned
11/7-8
11/8 9 Shares & Vets Parade Colorado CC 970-724-3506 Non-Sanctioned
11/22 Sno Big Deal PC Shows Down the Road Corvettes 303-464-4664 Sanctioned
11/23 Fun Rallyes Denver Corvette Assn. 303-781-4896 Sanctioned

ROCKY MTN 2008 EVENT SCHEDULE

National Governors' Meeting - St. Louis, MO
Regional Governors' Meeting (Conference call mtg) - 303-709-9388

Regional Governors' Meeting - 303-709-9388

National Governors' Meeting - St. Louis, MO
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Regional Executive
Jim Gray

605 S. Santa Ana Pl.
Tucson, AZ 85710-6628
azvette-1@zianet.com

520-296-8893

Competition Director
Paul Hamersly

19655 N. 35th Pl.
Phoenix, AX 85050-3939

lt4ce@yahoo.com
602-388-4677

Membership Director
Ron Scott

6908 Barber Place NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109-2754

RScottLT1@aol.com
505-883-4387

With the Council’s 50th Anniversary arriving next year, we all 
need to continue promoting its benefits so that we can be ready for 
the next 50!

We have a ‘family’ and it’s a shame that more Corvette owners 
don’t realize this and join us.

I’ve been a Corvette owner for over 40 years and was bringing my 
daughter to events before she could walk. Through our involvement 
with ‘Corvetters,’ we have made lasting friendships that are 
priceless!!

Jim Gray, Roadrunner Region RE

The 2008 competition year is nearing halfway as I write this. 
With May drawing to a close and 100+ temperatures expected daily 
for the next four months, speed events are done until the Labor Day 
weekend. To date, 7 Roadrunner clubs have held 3 Gimmick and 2 
Chance Rallyes, 1 Concours, 13 Autocrosses, 2 Peoples Choice shows, 
and 1 Bracket Drags. Events were held in Tucson, Sierra Vista, Tucson, 
Cottonwood, Scottsdale, and Phoenix.

The summer will see Roadrunner members escaping the heat 
to enjoy the El Paso Corvette Club’s Ruidoso NM weekend with a 
PC show, 2 TSD Rallyes, and 4 Chance Rallyes. The 3rd Quarter RR 
Governor’s Meeting will be in Ruidoso NM too.

Labor Day will see more clubs returning to action with Desert 
Corvette Ass’n holding a PC, a Concours, and 2 Chance Rallyes in 
Scottsdale; and Thunder Vette Set holding a PC, Chance Rallye, 
and 2 autocrosses in Sierra Vista. October will feature a PC and 6 
Chance Rallyes in Tombstone by Corvette Motorsports; Verde Valley 
Vettes will hold a PC and 4 Chance Rallyes in Cottonwood; and AZ 
Competition Corvettes will be holding 3 Autocrosses in Phoenix.

November will feature the Corvette Club of Arizona’s Thorobred 
thunder PC show along with the 4th Qtr region meeting on the 1st and AZ 
Competition Corvettes is holding multiple autocrosses in Phoenix.

I want to congratulate Corvette Motorsports members Bennie 
Ellis and Chet Willis on their fantastic finishes in the annual Nevada 

Open Road Challenge May 18, 2008. Chet’s blown C5 won the 135 
MPH class and Bennie won the 150 MPH class in his new Z06. Think 
about this – a 90- mile run on a public highway through high desert and 
mountains. Got it? Chet’s average speed was 135.0098 and Bennie’s 
average speed was 150.0005. Bennie was only 0.007 seconds off a 
perfect time for running the 90 miles at exactly 150 miles per hour. 
Amazing!!!

Roadrunner Region Points through May 2008 are:

– bring a new Corvetter to the next event!!

The full 2008 event schedule is available at:
www.ncccroadrunner.com

Paul Hamersly, Roadrunner Region RCD

Club Points
1 Tucson CC 1008
2 AZ Competition Corvettes 682
3 Thunder Vette Set 467
4 CC of AZ 458

Men
1 Paul Hamersly 127
2 Wallace Ricks 99
3 Richard Gray 96
4 Kim Kemper 82
5 Jim Enriquez 76

Ladies
1 Debi Hamersly 130
2 Kat Kemper 36
3 Sharon McCaul 34
4 Barb Shaw 28
5 Diane Cox 26

RR REGION 2008 POINTS STANDINGS

RCD Challenge for the balance of the year -:
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Regional Executive
John McGee

6505 Hickory Ridge Road
Lebanon, TN 37090-8296
suefmcge@bellsouth.net

615-444-4486

Competition Director
Don Parks

120 Pullman Trail
Roswell, GA 30075-3054

89PARKS@BELLSOUTH.NET
770-993-0271

Membership Director
Gail Yanko

350 Hunterwood Way
Bowling Green, KY 42102-7069

gsvette@aol.com
270-796-9475

People ask me from time to time, what is NCCC all about? 
I respond by saying, “It is one very large family.” Think of 
your immediate family, with your in-laws, then cousins and all 
their related families.

Fifty-five years ago in June of 1953, a father with the initials, 
GM, had a child born, who was named Corvette. During the 
next few years, this child began to have more and more friends 
and all of them liked what they’d seen and heard and enjoyed 
going out to play with him. Each time he would play hard, even 
more people would become his friend, and that friend would 
tell someone else. Soon this family of friends would grow to 
numbers in the thousands and would need some direction to 
grow without having squabbles. At this time, some people had 
the forethought to sit down and set some family guidelines to 
try to keep peace within the family. These people called it the 
National Council of Corvette Clubs.

Moses sat down and chiseled out the 10 Commandments 
and NCCC sat down and put a rulebook together for the family 
to abide by. As in all families, some people chose not to follow 
the rules and are looked down upon within the family. How 
many of you know the Black Sheep??

As a kid growing up, we would go to Chicago, Detroit, 
and Port Huron to visit my aunts, uncles, and cousins. When 
we arrived, they would take me to their friend to let them hear 
me talk. They said I had an accent. I would disagree, and tell 
them that they talked funny! Now when I go to an event, it is 
the exact same thing. They still talk Funny, but we still hug and 
shake hands as a family will do.

One of the better programs put together by NCCC was a 
yearly family reunion. It is called CONVENTION!!! During 
this week, we get to see long-lost family members and see 
what they have been doing since we last talked with them and 
their families.

On club meeting night, I feel as if I am with my sisters and 
brothers. Attending events, I feel like visiting with a cousin and 
their family and all of us going out to play.

268 Cousins, 19,000 Children, Priceless!!!

John McGee, Southeast Region RE

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB LOCATION
11/1-2 14 LS Huntsville, AL
11/29-30 10 HS Corvette Atlanta/N. FL Corvette Assn Roebling Road

12/6 14 LS Huntsville, LA

SOUTHEAST REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008
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Competition Director
Bob Pattillo

13723 Cedar Lane
Dayton, TX 77535

SWRegRCD@verizon.net
281-385-2707

Membership Director
Cheryl Surdick

2608 Ridgeview Drive
Sachse, TX 75048-4328
MCSURDICK@aol.com

972-675-1319

The Blue Bars editor has asked all of us to have an article 
to her by June 1st. Convention 2008 in Tulsa will be 20 days 
later, which ties into what we were asked to write about in this 
Regional Executive section: What we believe in NCCC? 

To me the friendship is like no other. Although you may 
only see your extended family on racing weekends or at club 
meetings, it is that bond that allows you to go and do what you 
like best. It could be caravanning, it could be getting a group 
together on a trip, it could be waxing and showing your car, or 
it could be racing. What, you think it is hot? Nah, can’t be in 
Texas in the middle of July or August where the temperature is 
120 on the asphalt. But there we are, having fun, trying to keep 
cool and making sure that everyone else is doing okay. That is 
what NCCC members do best, working together to have a good 
time and looking out for each other. We have members who do 
not race, but let something break down on your Corvette and 
they are right there trying to help get it fixed, so you can be ready 
for the next autocross. You break down on the side of the road 

and it looks like a caravan of tow vehicles and Corvettes have 
stopped and what they are doing: trying to help you out. Who 
else would do this for you?

I believe that the camaraderie is what keeps us going. Who 
wants to belong to an organization that doesn’t care about you, 
who couldn’t care less if you are a member and all they want 
are your dues. You are not a number in an organization, you 
are a member. There are members all over the United States. 
You can go to any part of the country and find someone who 
has a Corvette, could be a member of a Corvette club and you 
have found a friend.

So, what do I believe in NCCC? There will always be 
friendship, a way of life that we all enjoy and one day will look 
back and for those people who touched us, we remember with 
fond memories.

Bernyce Molenda, Southwest Region RE

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB LOCATION
8/16 4 LS Brazos River CC Mineral Wells, TX
8/23 7 LS Tulsa Vette Set Oklahoma City, OK

9/6-7 14 LS CC Texas / North Texas Vettes Sherman, TX

9/20-21 10 LS Cowtown Vettes/ Brazos River C TMS - Ft. Worth, TX
9/27-28 11 LS San Jacinto CC / COAST Houston, TX

10/4-5 11 LS Longhorn CC / Cen-Tex CC Waco, TX

10/11-12 TBD Tejas Vettes TBA
10/25-26 TBD Texas Outlaws CC TBA

SOUTHWEST REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008

REGION MEETING -- Sherman, TX

REGION MEETING -- Waco, TX

Regional Executive
Bernyce Molenda

3925 Brookway Drive
Fort Worth, TX 76123-1403
tbmolenda@sbcglobal.net

817-370-1875
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Regional Executive
Gary Brisbois

18050 Leisure Avenue
Honey Creek, IA 92690-1238

grisbois@msn.com
712-545-4253

Competition Director
Jerry Koraleski

5130 S. 50th Street
Omaha, NE 68117-1929

kor-vette@co.net

Membership Director
Diane Bowen

1210 A Avenue
Marion, IA 52302-4221
diantoy94@mchsi.com

319-377-1829

Hope everyone is having a fun summer with your Corvettes! 
We are looking forward to Tulsa 2008 Convention. It will be over 
by the time you receive this report. I am sure those who attended 
will have had a great time. The lineup of parties and events, 
especially Route 66, sounds super. Thank you to all who worked 
hard to put this Convention on.

Next year the 2009 Convention will be in Colorado Springs. 
As always, we have a few new members sign up who want to join 
in the fun at Convention. We had an increase of 69 members since 
February giving us a total membership of 1562. I hope that with 
our Corvette season now under way, we will be able to add many 
more members. So, while you are out cruising, keep your eyes open 
for new prospects. Also, don’t forget to sign up children to FCOA. 
We only increased our FCOA membership by two (2) taking into 
consideration that we had a decrease of six (6) who reached the 
age of 16. Take advantage of those 16 year olds and sign them up 
as new dependent members. It only costs $10 per year. We do not 
want to lose them between the age of 15 (FCOA) and when they 
can be owning their own Corvette. You can find information on 
FCOA within this issue of Blue Bars or on the NCCC website. 
Also, the West Region gives out scholarships to members’ children 
and grandchildren. Check out the West Region website for more 
information or contact me at my e-mail address. We will award the 
scholarships at our September West Region meeting. Applicants 
who win the National scholarship will not be eligible for the West 
Region scholarship; otherwise, there are no other requirements. If 
you have friends who belong to a Corvette Club that is not NCCC, 
explain the advantages of being an NCCC member (other than the 
insurance). You will find there are a lot of exciting events put on 
by other clubs in other Regions. It’s also nice to know that when 
you are out traveling, you have a great resource of fellow “Vetters” 

who will be more than happy to come to your aid if you are in 
need of anything. Join NCCC! Be a part of the camaraderie with 
people who have an enthusiasm for America’s greatest sports car, 
the Corvette.

Happy Corvetting! Hope to see you out and about this 
summer.

PS: I am finishing my last year as WR RMD. WR by-laws have 
term limits of four (4) years. If you are interested in this job, please 
contact me at my e-mail address or phone number. Nominations 
have to be in to Kathy, our WR Secretary, by the September 
Governors’ meeting.

Respectfully submitted,
Diane Bowen, West Region RMD

May has come to a close with June poised to provide us 
with jam-packed events every weekend until Convention. Our 
autocrosses have been well attended and the Host Clubs have been 
doing an outstanding job. 

An autocross school was put on by one of the regional clubs 
and was a huge success. We welcome all the new racers and hope 
they continue with their new skills. As we move into summer, 
we anticipate the competition of the high speed events and also 
the record drags. It’s never too late to send in your request for 
sanctions; there’s always room for more events. 

We are always looking for new and exciting places to hold 
our events. If you are aware of any new venue in your area, 
please contact your club Governor. Your help would be well 
appreciated.

 Jerry Koraleski, West Region RCD
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Competition Director
Joe Orrico

1845 Monrovia Avenue, #56
Costa Mesa, CA 92627
joe@hkaconsulting.com

949-650-6769

Membership Director
Cliff Harris

P. O. Box 3310
Anaheim, CA 92803-3310
cliff_harris@earthlink.net

714-535-6704

If you are new to the Region, welcome to a great organization 
made up of members who know how to enjoy life and have fun with 
their Corvettes. New clubs bring new enthusiasm to the Region. The 
latest statistics shows our Region has slipped into third place. With 
17,000 new Corvettes owners nation wide each year, we should be 
able to turn this around and be the largest region in NCCC.

The West Coast competition year is well underway and everyone 
should have had an opportunity to look at the new rulebook for 2008. 
The matrix of that is allowed for each of the classes is a quantum 
leap in clarity over the previous rulebook. 

An April High Speed Certification School held at Spring 
Mountain was completed by: Charlie Perry, Scott Mergele, Dale 
Sharp, Jim Gregorio, John Tully, Kevin Jones, John Manfred, Paul 
Cope, Steve Stevens, Jay Stevens, Mike Baddley, Ray Stahl, Carl 
Corbett, Janet Curran, Ed Norris, Bud Norris and Dawnette Norris. 
Congratulations and welcome to the fast lane.

The CORVETTE ROULETTE event by Las Vegas Corvettes 
Association was well done and, as a region, we need to support events 
like this. We look forward to this event next year. 

O. C. Vettes’ car show is a first class presentation in Huntington 
Beach and, if you missed it this year, put it on your to-do list for next 
year. The partying and relaxation of Corvettes West Big Bear Bash 
this year was the talk of the Region. With their new format of picking 
what you want to do, made the event fit most people’s pocketbook. By 
the time you read this, most of the Summer Corvette Events will be 
great memories with Corvette Super Sports and Millennium holding 
car shows in August. The fun doesn’t stop because Summer is over. 
We still have a lot of great Fall events on the West Coast Regional 
calendar. If you have ideas for a single or weekend event, bring them 
up at the next Regional meeting, September 20th in Redlands. 

Regional Points are posted on the West Coast website at        

http://www.ncccwcregion.org and are updated as events results are 
submitted. Event results must be turned in using the new updated 
Excel Forms from the National NCCC website. Be sure to download 
the instructions also. This allows results to be directly imported into 
the NCCC point’s database.

Let us get out and support the clubs that put on events.
If your club puts on an event and you want to share the fun, do 

not keep it a secret. It only takes an email message or a flyer sent to 
the West Coast Region Webmaster, Cliff Harris, to get your event 
on the regional calendar. You will meet great people who share your 
interests, like the Corvette and fun. If you want to put on a more 
serious event, like a car show or rallye, get in touch with Joe “Blue 
Flash” Orrico, our Regional Competition Director, for information 
on how to do it. With only a little guidance from Joe, you can do it. 
Remember that NCCC is a National organization. We’re not the only 
region having fun. Check out the messages from the other regions 
and maybe you will get an idea for a great event your club can do.

As stated above, the Regional meeting will be September 20, 
2008 in Redlands. Ask your club Governor about the location. All 
NCCC members are welcome to come to the meeting and participate 
in the running of your Region.

All of your Regional Officers look forward to seeing you at 
future events.

Save the Wave!

Your Regional Officers,
Allen Morris, RE
  Joe Orrico, RCD
   Cliff Harris, RMD
    Ellis Chee, RT
     Rex Wilhoite, RS

Regional Executive
Allen Morris

P. O. Box 3238
Mission Viejo, CA 92690-1238

amorrismv@aol.com
949-367-9000
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Regional Executive
Jerry Limpach

829 Brookmere Avenue
Tipp City, OH 45371-2765

cheerios-kid@att.net
937-667-2773

Competition Director
James Asbury

3150 Stillwell Road
Covington, OH 45318-9755

jasbury@erinet.com
937-339-3079

Membership Director
Pat Brown

3481 S. Dixie Hwy, Ste 156
Franklin, OH 45005-5717
westohio83@yahoo.com

513-727-9202

We just came back from spending the weekend at Putnam 
Park, and a good time was definitely had by all. As I walked 
around at the “bull session” on Saturday night, I started to notice 
how many of the people there I knew (starting to have trouble 
with that face-and-name at the same-time-thing; getting old 
sucks). Now we are talking about well over 100 people, covering 
probably 20 clubs, from at least six regions. I guess I’ll take that 
as proof that you really do get back from an organization, what 
you are willing to put in. There were groups from two clubs that 
don’t race at all; I don’t think that most of them had ever been 
on a track. They come over every year to work the corners and 
watch the race. Hey, it’s the best seat in the house! Of course, 
they participate in the Saturday night festivities, consisting of 
food, beer, stories, lies, and damn lies. NCCC is a family and, 
like any family, you drift apart if you don’t see each other now 
and then. So get out there and renew those friendships.

If it’s September, it must be time to go to Defiance for 
Labor Day weekend again. Hope to see all my friends there, 
too! October brings about Color Tour time. Troy is going 
to the Biltmore House in Asheville, NC, this year. I haven’t 
heard where Fountain City is going this year. It’s also regional 
election time; we are really looking for an RMD to give Pat a 
well-needed break.

Jerry Limpach, West Ohio RE

DATE EVENT HOST CLUB LOCATION
8/30 7 LS Fountain City CC Defiance, OH
8/31 7 LS Glass City CC Defiance, OH

10/11 5 LS Corvette Troy/Greenville CC Kilkare
10/12 5 LS Corvette Troy/Greenville CC/Glass Society Kilkare

WEST OHIO REGION EVENT SCHEDULE -- 2008
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As the road turns, twists, or shifts from wet to dry, racing-inspired Potenza tires give you the finely tuned response, 
precision handling, and superb traction that define ultra-high performance. 

Block and Slick Combination improves traction and braking

Large Stabilized Shoulder Blocks increase cornering capabilities

Tie Bar Rib improves handling

Solid Circumferential Center Rib enhances response and straight line stability

FOR DRIVERS WITH HIGHER STANDARDS.

Special 3D Block Shape augments water evacuation

POTENZA.COM

Potenza™

RE760 Sport™

Potenza™ RE-01R™

Potenza™ RE960AS 
Pole Position™

Potenza™ G019 Grid™

Potenza™ RE050A 
Pole Position™

Four Wide Circumferential Grooves advance hydroplaning resistance
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REGION
#

MEMBERS
04-30-08

ADD NEW
MEMBERS

SUBTOTAL
LESS 16
YR. OLDS

#
MEMBERS
06-12-07

% INCREASE
06-07/06-08 CLUB WITH LARGEST FCOA # (06-18-2008)

# FCOA
MEMBERS

MW MIDWEST 480 3 483 -4 479 0.00% MW-351 WINDY CITY CORVETTES 211
WR WEST 406 0 406 -2 414 -2.42% WR-015 CEDAR RAPIDS CORVETTE CLUB 150
MI MICHIGAN 316 3 319 -1 319 -0.31% MI-003 CAPITAL CITY CORVETTE CLUB 73
ER EAST 223 2 225 -1 217 3.23% ER-108 YORK COUNTY CORVETTE CLUB 37
FL FLORIDA 195 5 200 -1 99 101.01% FL-276 CORVETTES OF NAPLES 78
EO EAST OHIO 165 1 166 -1 156 5.77% EO-005 CORVETTE CLEVELAND 57
WC WEST COAST 159 2 161 0 156 3.21% WC-302 CORVETTES WEST 18
SW SOUTHWEST 159 1 160 0 154 3.90% SW-131 OKLAHOMA CITY CORVETTE CLUB 63
IN INDIANA 115 3 118 0 118 0.00% IN-382 S CENTRAL INDIANA CORVETTE CLUB 39
RR ROADRUNNER 111 0 111 -1 104 5.77% RR-303 DESERT CORVETTE ASSN. 55
SE SOUTHEAST 95 1 96 0 98 -2.04% SE-073 NASHVILLE CORVETTE CLUB 27
WO WEST OHIO 85 0 85 0 85 0.00% WO-027 CORVETTE TROY 45
RM ROCKY MTN 62 0 62 0 64 -3.13% RM-183 COLORADO SPRINGS CORVETTE CLUB 28
NE NORTHEAST 44 0 44 -2 44 -4.55% NE-105 SYRACUSE CORVETTE CLUB 15
CA CAROLINA 31 2 33 0 32 3.13% CA-014 CAROLINA CORVETTES 13
NW NORTHWEST 1 0 1 0 1 0.00%

01-01-97 289
07-05-97 370 28.03%
07-03-98 639 72.70%
07-22-99 916 43.35%
07-06-00 1148 25.33%
06-20-01 1369 19.25%
07-02-02 1563 14.17%
08-12-03 1755 12.28%
07-12-04 1974 12.48%
07-22-05 2241 13.53%
08-04-06 2452 9.42%
06-12-07 2540 3.59%

Except for 01-97 & 07-04, all dates coincide with Convention dates.

Thanks, NCCC Members for your support of the FCOA Program!

e-mail: FCOAkids@aol.com
website: www.corvettesnccc.org/fcoa1.html

telephone: 414-422-0874

Pat Kelly , FCOA Director

**Corvette Books for Kids or the Young-at-Heart! Discounted Price for NCCC members!**

CORVETTES

CORVETTES
CORVETTES

GENERATIONS ART-COLORING BOOK

GENERATIONS ART-COLORING BOOK
GENERATIONS ART-COLORING BOOK

---------- --------- -------------- --------- -------ORDER FORM---------- --------- ----------- ---------- ----------
CORVETTES BOOK: ________ # of books at $15.00 each (price includes mailing cost) $
GENERATIONS ART COLORING BOOK ________ # of books at $13.00 each (price includes mailing cost) $

Name: NCCC #

Address:

City, State, 9-digit Zip: Phone #

In case of questions please provide e-mail address

BLUE BARS Date Received: Check #: Amt Paid: $ Date book sent:
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Saturday,

September 20, 2008 

        

 
  396 4Speed, F. AC, Restored Beauty,   350hp 

396, AT,  Restored Beauty, WOW!  Beautiful Frame off- Blue and 
White, V-8, Custom Interior, older restore project, V-8, 3speed, 

 original Big Block Car,   
 original car L82 V-8, 4speed,  454 V-8, Factory AC 

car, 4speed.,  started project,  no motor or trans, Fact. AC car, 
original pickup for rod, Restore,  frame –off custom. Beautiful 

orange/black paint, V-8, CD, DVD, Boyd Codington rims, and more!  original car, 
  original project was 409 car,   black and white original, V-8, 3speed,

original car, black and white, V-8, 3speed,   original car, have 409 currently 
283, 4 speed,  original project-parts, 396 4speed,  older 
restore project, V-8, AT,   Updated Big block, 4speed, 

original project-parts, damage,  project, parts,  original project, 
parts,  original project, 305 TPI, original car, needs work, 

 project, no motor or trans, Derby, Project, Parts, 
 original project,  Rblt 6 cylinder, Body work done, Nice Project-Rat rod, 

project-parts,  project parts,  Original Project, no motor or trans, Original 
Barn-Find original car-Wow-Restore,  project-parts, ….

Orange, Black Vinyl Top, 383 V-8, 4Speed, air Grabber Coyote Air Cleaner, 4bbl 
Carb, WOW!,  Red, older restore, 6 cylinder, 2bbl, AT, 

440 V-8, AT, project- Complete,  Rolling Body…

, older restore, Boss 302 V-8, 4 Speed, Green/Black, WOW!, 
 beautifully restored white V-8 car, original project 

car, 

, blue, white vinyl interior, loaded, V-8, AT-console, no 
motor or trans, parts….

  WF, Gas 4cylinder, older restore
 WF, PTO, Drawbar, 4cylinder gas, Older Restore,
  older restore, NF, 4cylinder gas, PTO, drawbar, NF, nicely restored tractor. Gas 4 cylinder 
motor, PTO, Drawbar, Newer tires,   WF, PTO, Drawbar, appears to be original tractor, nice tin, 4 cylinder gas, 2 
hydrolics, Torque Amplifier 

 Nice original Truck. Wood Box.

                                             

VanDerBrink Auctions, LLCYvette VanDerBrink - Auctioneer
“The Lil Nordstrom’s Gal”

507-673-2517 or 605-201-7005
for more information detailed inventory,

pictures & other great auctions:
www.vanderbrinkauctions.com

 ND #833

The Boyd Busse Collection

8785 143rd Ave., Hensel, ND 58241

        
10:00 am

        

ATTENTION 

COLLECTORS!

DIRECTIONS:  From Grafton, ND- Hwy 81 N. thru St. Thomas, ND. Stay on Hwy 81 to Cnty Road 121 or #3, Turn W. on 
Cnty Rd. 3 approx. 4 miles to auction site. Watch for signs. Auction to be held on the farm. 
 
 

VanDerbrink Auctions is pleased to bring you fabulous collection of American Muscle Cars, 
Classics, Parts, Collector Tractors and more. Boyd Busse farmed the fertile fields of the Red River 
Valley in North Dakota and Sugar Beets and soybeans weren’t the only thing that grew on the farm. 
Boyd grew a nice collection of Tri-five Chevrolets, Chevelles, Corvettes, Camaros, Impalas, and 
more. Boyd loved his horsepower and many of these cars are Big Block Cars. The collection is not 
limited to Chevrolets, but there are also a number of Mopars, including an original 1970 Roadrun-
ner, and a BOSS 302 Mustang and other Fords. Boyd unexpectedly passed away this spring and his 
wife, Karen has decided to offer his collection at auction with NO RESERVE. Karen and Boyd enjoyed 
their collection and she would like them to go to good homes and be enjoyed now by you. Plan now 
to attend this auction, you won’t want to miss it! 
Preview Friday 10am till 8:30PM- Celebration of Boyd’s Cars!

Collector cars, Parts 

      

Bid on-line at www.ebayliveauctions.com
www.liveauctioneers.comor

Hotels, Airports,
and other info
on website

  Cash, Check with Letter of Credit, Credit Card, payment in full Day of Sale. All Sold AS IS, NO RESERVE. No Warranties.  Removal 
Day of Sale or within 10 days. Not Responsible for accidents or theft. Buyer Responsible for all shipping.  Loading available day of sale.  On-line 
Buyer’s will have Buyer’s premium and additional terms. NO BUYER”S PREMIUM for on-site bidders.  

 If you are looking for a Classic Car that you can get in and go, or good original, or project, you won’t want to miss this auction. Ford, 
Chevrolet, Mopars, Pontiacs, there is a good sampling of American Muscle and Timeless Classics at this auction. Boyd Really knew how to buy them. There 
is also an assortment of Collector parts and some Nicely Restored Farmall Collector Tractors.  All vehicles, parts, and tractors will be offered at NO 
RESERVE and AS IS. We are going to have a celebration of Boyd’s collection and we want you to come join us. 

Antique tractors at auction!!! 

      

BID 

ON-LINE!




